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FOREWORD

The IAEA initiated in 1990 a programme to assist the countries of eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union in evaluating the safety of their first generation WWER-440/230 nuclear power
plants. The main objectives of the Programme were: to identify major design and operational safety
issues; to establish international consensus on priorities for safety improvements; and to provide
assistance in the review of the completeness and adequacy of safety improvement programmes.

The scope of the Programme was extended in 1992 to include RBMK, WWER-440/213 and
WWER-1000 plants in operation and under construction. The Programme is complemented by
national and regional technical co-operation projects.

The Programme is pursued by means of plant specific safety review missions to assess the
adequacy of design and operational practices; Assessment of Safety Significant Events Team (ASSET)
reviews of operational performance; reviews of plant design, including seismic safety studies; and
topical meetings on generic safety issues. Other components are: follow-up safety missions to nuclear
plants to check the status of implementation of IAEA recommendations; assessments of safety
improvements implemented or proposed; peer reviews of safety studies, and training workshops. The
IAEA is also maintaining a database on the technical safety issues identified for each plant and the
status of implementation of safety improvements. An additional important element is the provision
of assistance by the IAEA to strengthen regulatory authorities.

The Programme is extrabudgetary and depends on voluntary contributions from IAEA Member
States. Steering Committees provide co-ordination and guidance to the IAEA on technical matters and
serve as forums for exchange of information with the European Commission and with other
international and financial organizations. The general scope and results of the Programme are
reviewed at Advisory Group meetings.

The Programme, which takes into account the results of other relevant national, bilateral and
multilateral activities, provides a forum to establish international consensus on the technical basis for
upgrading the safety of WWER and RBMK nuclear power plants.

The IAEA further provides technical advice in the co-ordination structure established by the
Group of 24 OECD countries through the European Commission to provide technical assistance on
nuclear safety matters to the countries of eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.

Results, recommendations and conclusions resulting from the IAEA Programme are intended
only to assist national decision makers who have the sole responsibilities for the regulation and safe
operation of their nuclear power plants. Moreover, they do not replace a comprehensive safety
assessment which needs to be performed in the frame of the national licensing process.



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this publication for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the
original manuscript (s). The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.

Throughout the text names of Member States are retained as they were when the text was
compiled.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by
the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an
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SUMMARY

Instrumentation and control (I&C) has been recognized as an area which requires substantial
improvements in WWER NPPs, particularly for model 230 plants.

Under contract with the IAEA the Spanish company Empresarios Agrupados (EA) developed
a basic document proposing a technical basis for improvements related to the following most
significant aspects of I&C:

criteria for safety classification;
remote shutdown panel;
I&C support to operation and control room design;
instrumentation set point margins;
accident monitoring instrumentation.

This publication is derived from the original report of EA which was circulated by the IAEA
for review by staff members and experts from various Member States. It was finally agreed upon at
a Consultants' meeting convened by the IAEA in Vienna in May 1994 with the participation of
experts from France, Germany and Spain.

The guidance expressed in this report is based on the IAEA/NUSS standards, safety guides and
practices, and on regulations in use in various Member States. It is proposed as a way of carrying out
the necessary studies to improve safety by upgrading the vital part of instrumentation and control in
WWER-440 model 230 nuclear power plants.



1. INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation and control (I&C) plays one of the most important roles in the safe generation
of nuclear power by performing vital functions to control and monitor the plant variables and systems
under steady state and transient conditions. It also provides the detection of departures from
acceptable plant conditions and generates the corresponding command signals that automatically
initiate the appropriate functions including, as necessary, the reactor shutdown and the operation of
engineered support features and systems required to mitigate the consequences of accident conditions.

I&C also provides the man-machine interface located in the control room where instrumentation
and control equipment is provided to ensure that essential information is available in all modes of
operation and to ensure that measures can be taken to maintain the plant in safe state or to bring it
back into such state after the onset of accident conditions.

According to its importance to safety, the functional performance and reliability of I&C require
the application of certain design criteria established by national and international codes standards and
regulations. They take into account, among others, the application of the single failure criterion and
the necessary measures (diversity, equipment qualification, physical separation and protection barriers)
to cope with the risk of common mode failures which can originate as a result of environmental
conditions, age and internal and external hazards.

I&C for WWER-440/230 was designed in the early 1960s in accordance with the following
provisions which were used in industrial facilities at that time in the former USSR:

Unit control and monitoring of variables and systems over their ranges defined for all the
considered conditions.

Unit information to identify equipment failures or deviation of process parameters.

High degree of standardization.

Economic operation of the plants, in terms of high availability as design objective.

Furthermore, WWER-440/230 I&C systems are characterized by a low degree of automation
and the use of industrial electrical and electronic technology available in the former eastern countries
at that time which has not been upgraded by up to date technology. Specific sets of criteria for
achieving high functional performance and reliability of I&C systems, according to their safety
significance (i.e., single and common mode failures criteria, redundancy, diversity, physical
separation, testability etc.) were not systematically included in the design because they were not
available at that time.

The man-machine interface is located mainly in the unit control room. However, the control
of some auxiliary components needed for start up and shutdown and that of some support systems
(i.e. heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) is performed from local control panels.

1.1. BACKGROUND

In the framework of the IAEA project on the safety of WWER-440/230, a conceptual design
review was conducted in February 1991 for this type of plant. Safety review missions have also been
carried out to Bohunice Units 1-2 in the former Czechoslovakia, to Kozloduy Units 1-4 in Bulgaria,
and to Novovoronezh Units 3-4 and Kola Units 1-2 in the former USSR.

The results and conclusions of these reviews were presented in the report IAEA-TECDOC-640
[1] prepared by IAEA staff and a group of international experts. The report includes the specific
safety items identified from the reviews, and groups them into broader categories representing issues
of safety concern. In addition, individual issues are defined, and a short description of the underlying
safety concern, the ranking category to set priorities for corrective measures, the justification of the
ranking and the technical basis for the required safety modification, are given.



I&C was identified as a generic safety issue and the following specific areas for safety
improvements have been identified:

1. Accident monitoring instrumentation

Adequate instrumentation (in terms of range, qualification and redundancy) to inform the
operator whether the barriers to the release of radioactive materials are being challenged, is not
currently provided to support severe accident management.

2. Reliability of I&C equipment

I&C equipment still used is very old fashioned (electrical-mechanical switches, relays) and its
reliability is questionable. The causes include deterioration with age, difficulty of maintenance and
testing, and the need for frequent attention.

3. Control and protection system interaction

Full isolation or separation between control and protection functions of instrumentation is not
provided. A fault in the non-safety related instrumentation may induce the failure of safety related
equipment.

4. I&C redundancy, separation and independence

There are numerous instances where redundancy, physical and electrical separation and
independence of safety related instrumentation channels, are not adequately provided.

5. I&C support to operation and control room design

Excessive demands are placed on the operators due to insufficient degree of information
centralization and automation for normal, abnormal and emergency situations.

6. Interlocking

Insufficient automatic interlocking has been provided to prevent unacceptable operating condi-
tions or transients.

7. I&C equipment qualification

Lack of environmental and seismic qualification of safety related I&C and electrical equipment.

8. I&C equipment classification and related criteria

Lack of classification of I&C systems and equipment according to their importance to safety.

9. I&C signal priority

Operation of some safety systems when they are required for mitigating accident conditions can
be inhibited by equipment protection signals or manual actions.

10. Testability

Design of most safety related systems does not allow testing activities during normal operation.

11. Control room habitability I remote shutdown

There is insufficient provision to maintain control room habitability. In case of main control
room inhabitability or unavailability, there are no supplementary locations from where a safe
shutdown can be achieved and maintained.



12. Instrumentation set point margins

The uncertainties (instrument inaccuracy, calibration and drift) of instrument channels set points
corresponding to the safety systems have to be determined. The safety margins, to account for
uncertainties, have to be consistent with the values used in safety analysis.

1.2. PURPOSE

The Advisory Group meeting in 1992 agreed that I&C was one of the generic safety issues
which needed further study and consolidation of results to provide a clear overview of the safety
concern and the bases for deciding the work needed to address the related issues.

Under contract with the IAEA the Spanish company Empresarios Agrupados developed a
document proposing a technical basis for improvements related to the following most significant I&C
aspects:

criteria for safety classification;
remote shutdown panel;
I&C support to operation and control room design;
instrumentation set point margins;
accident monitoring instrumentation.

This publication is derived from the original report of EA which was circulated by the IAEA
for review by staff members and experts from various Member States. It was finally agreed upon at
a Consultants' meeting convened by the IAEA in Vienna in May 1994 with the participation of
experts from France, Germany and Spain.

This resulting report aims at providing guidance for addressing the specific I&C issues
mentioned above. Guidance for addressing the remaining safety issues is covered by the design
criteria and references included in Section 2 and by the following specific parts of IAEA codes and
guides:

Reliability of I&C equipment

75-INSAG-3, Section 4.2.2.3
50-C-D Rev. 1, Sections 702 to 705
50-SG-D3, Section 6

Control and protection systems interaction

50-C-D Rev. 1, Section 706
5O-SG-D3, Section 7.8

I&C redundancy, separation, and independence

75-INSAG-3, Section 4.2.2.4
50-C-D Rev.l, Sections 324 to 346
50-SG-D11, Sections 4.6 and 5.2.2
5O-SG-D3, Sections 7.6 to 7.8

Interlocking

5O-SG-D3, Chapter 9

I&C equipment qualification

75-INSAG-3, Section 4.2.2.5
50-C-D Rev. 1, Section 360 and 361
50-SG-D11, Chapter 7
50-SG-D3, Section 7.9
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Appendix II of the present report provides a qualification guide.

I&C signal priority
50-SG-D3, Chapter 9

Testability

50-SG-D3, Section 7.10

The guidance expressed in this report is based on the IAEA/NUSS standards, safety guides and
practices, and on regulations in use in various Member States. It is proposed as a way of carrying out
the necessary studies to improve safety by upgrading the vital part of instrumentation and control in
WWER-440 model 230 nuclear power plants.

2. I&C CLASSIFICATION AND RELATED DESIGN CRITERIA

According to IAEA-TECDOC-640 [1] the following safety items related to I&C classification
and related criteria (safety issue number I&C 8) were identified:

Absence of a formal classification of systems important to safety in accordance with the safety
functions to be accomplished. (Items 339, 661, 1115.)

Absence of special design criteria to be applied to I&C and electrical systems and equipment
important to safety. (Items 105, 110.)

Analysis of these items has shown that safety classification is the basis for applying the
corresponding design criteria such as single failure, qualification, common cause failure, testability,
etc.

Lack of safety classification and corresponding design criteria has been considered of high
safety concern requiring immediate action because the consistency of I&C and electrical equipment
design with their safety role cannot be demonstrated.

2.1. DESIGN BASES FOR I&C SAFETY CLASSIFICATION

Instrumentation and Control systems and equipment of nuclear plants shall be assigned to classes
according to their importance to safety. These categories shall then determine the criteria for the
design, manufacture, installation, commissioning and in-service maintenance and testing.

IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-D1 [4] and ANSI/ANS-5.1.1 [2] establish the concept of classifi-
cation of the major systems of pressurized water reactors. IAEA Safety Guides 5O-SG-D3 [5] and 50-
SG-D8 [6] establish the distinction between the safety systems (i.e. those systems provided to assure
the safe shutdown of the reactor and heat removal from the core, or to limit the consequences of
anticipated operational occurrences or accident conditions) and safety related I&C systems (i.e. those
I&C systems important to safety that are not included in the safety system).

The importance of these two categories are different and, therefore they are designed according
to different technical requirements.

2.2. I&C SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT CLASSIFICATION

This section provides criteria for the identification and classification of I&C systems and
equipment important to safety in light water reactor nuclear power plants according to relevant codes
and safety guides.

2.2.1. I&C systems and equipment important to safety

I&C systems and equipment important to safety are those involved in providing the safety
functions required to:
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Limit the radiation exposure to the public and site personnel.

Prevent anticipated operational occurrences from leading to accident conditions.

Mitigate the consequences of malfunctions or failures of structures, systems and components.

Provide reasonable assurance that the plant can be operated without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.

The I&C systems and equipment important to safety shall be identified as pertaining to one of
the following categories.

1. I&C safety systems and equipment

I&C safety systems and equipment are those portions of the I&C and the power sources of
safety systems which define, command and execute actions involved in providing safety functions
essential to maintain the plant parameters within acceptable limits established for design basis events.

The generic safety functions to be provided for pressurized water reactors according to
international practice are identified in the following paragraph. However, each plant should determine
and reflect in its design bases the particular safety functions and the related safety systems and
components required to initiate and execute safety actions.

Safety functions for pressurized water reactor nuclear power plants are those dedicated to:

Provide emergency negative reactivity insertion (i.e. reactor trip system).

Introduce emergency negative reactivity to make the reactor subcritical (i.e. boron injection
system), or restrict the addition of positive reactivity.

Provide fission products barrier, or primary containment radioactive material hold up or
isolation (i.e. containment isolation system).

Provide emergency heat removal from the primary containment atmosphere to an intermediate
heat sink, or emergency removal of radioactive material from the primary containment
atmosphere (i.e. containment spray system).

Ensure emergency cooling provided directly to the core (i.e. residual heat removal and
emergency core cooling systems).

Provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for emergency core cooling (i.e.
refilling of emergency water storage tank).

Provide radioactive material hold up and removal, isolation and heat removal from the
atmosphere of confined spaces outside primary containment (i.e. fuel building, auxiliary
building and control room habitability systems).

Ensure the control of hydrogen concentration in the primary containment atmosphere within
acceptable limits (i.e. hydrogen recombiners).

Ensure required cooling for liquid-cooled stored fuel (i.e. spent fuel pool cooling system).

Provide motive power, cooling water and lubrication for safety systems which perform safety
functions (i.e. service water system, component cooling water system, fuel systems for
emergency diesel generators, lubrication system, emergency diesel generators, DC power
supply, instrument air, etc.).

Provide an acceptable environment for safety equipment and operating personnel (i.e. heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems).

12



Provide reactor decay heat removal through the steam generators when the normal feedwater
system is not available (i.e., emergency feedwater system).

Provide and maintain safe shutdown.

Provide information for monitoring critical safety functions (reactivity control, core cooling,
primary coolant integrity and containment integrity) under accident conditions.

I&C functions for a safety system can often be divided into portions with definite importance
to safety and portions with no safety concern. If this distinction can be verified in a safety analysis,
only the functions with importance to safety shall be classified as safety systems and be subject to the
safety systems requirements established in the IAEA Safety Guide 50-SG-D3 [5].

2. I&C safety related systems and equipment

I&C safety related systems and equipment are those portions of the I&C and power sources of
non-safety systems used in general for normal operation, that are not relied upon to perform safety
functions following anticipated operational occurrences or accidents, but which control or monitor
plant processes having a significant impact on safety, or whose failure could prevent the satisfactory
accomplishment of safety functions.

The generic safety related functions to be provided by non-safety systems for pressurized water
reactors are identified in the following paragraph. However, each plant should determine and reflect
in its design bases the specific safety related functions and the associated safety related systems and
components required to initiate and execute them.

Safety related functions for pressurized water reactors are those intended to:

Monitor or maintain plant parameters within the operating technical specification limits (i.e.
reactivity control, power limit control, power setback, pressurizer control).

Provide communications, fire detection and extinguishing, and access control.

Provide testing facilities for safety systems which are not built in as part of safety system.

Process, extract, encase or store radioactive wastes.

Provide clean-up of radioactive material from the reactor coolant.

Monitor or control natural or man made phenomena (e.g. seismic monitors).

Detect and measure reactor coolant system leakage.

Monitor radioactive effluent to ensure that releases are within the limits established for normal
operation.

Ensure integrity of non-safety control room panels whose failure could affect safety ones.

Appendix V provides, as an example for information purposes, a list of safety and safety related
systems, or parts of them, of a typical pressurized water reactor.

2.2.2. Extent of I&C safety systems

The I&C safety systems (identified as "Class IE" systems in many countries) encompass all
electrical and mechanical components and interconnections involved in generating the measurement
and command signals associated directly or indirectly with the safety functions. In addition the I&C
safety systems include the electrical and mechanical features which actuate the equipment performing
the associated safety function.

13



1. Control and command features

The control and command features comprise:

Process sensors including impulse lines from process up to and including the input transducer
and sensors directly inserted into process media such as thermocouples, ion chambers, etc., and
limit and position switches.

Decision logic.

Process controls.

Manual switches.

Displays for operator actions and accident monitoring.

Buffer isolation equipment interfacing with non-safety systems.

Built in test equipment.

Control circuitry, connecting cables and raceways.

Panels, racks and enclosures containing I&C safety systems equipment.

Containment penetrations for electrical and instrumentation cables.

Any other intervening equipment between the process connection and the input terminals of the
actuation device.

2. Actuation features

The actuation features comprise the actuation devices receiving control and command signals
(breakers, starters, solenoids, etc.).

3. Power sources

The power sources comprise the I&C power sources including the air, hydraulic and electrical
power supplies.

2.3. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR I&C SAFETY SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

The general and detailed functional and design criteria applicable to I&C safety systems and
equipment for nuclear power plants are contained, among others, in the IAEA Safety Series 50-SG-D3
"Protection System and Related Features in Nuclear Power Plants" [5]. In the following subsections,
each criteria is further specified and the reference to the relevant part of 50-SG-D3 is given.

1. Design bases

Criteria for specific safety systems and equipment design bases and requirements, as well as the
documentation needed for making judgements on the adequacy of their functional performance and
reliability, are contained in sections 4 and 11 of Ref. [5].

2. General functional requirements

The requirements for safety systems and equipment to automatically and manually initiate the
safety actions, with adequate precision and reliability for the range of conditions and performance
provided in the design bases, are contained in subsections 7.2, 7.3, 7.3.1, and 7.3.2 of Ref. [5].

3. Single failure criterion

The requirements for ensuring that no credible single failure results in the inability to perform
any safety action by the safety systems or equipment are given in section 6 of Ref. [5].

14



The definition of single failure criterion and its application to safety systems and equipment is
contained in subsection 7.5 of Ref. [5] (see also Appendix I).

4. Redundancy, coincidence and diversity

The principles of redundancy for safety systems and equipment to conform with reliability and
single failure criteria, the coincidence logic to increase availability and to assure freedom from
spurious operation of redundant systems, the diversity design techniques such as functional diversity
or diversity in component design, and the principles of operation to cope with certain common cause
failures uncertainties in design and design analysis, are contained in subsections 7.6 and 7.7 of [5]
(see also Appendix I).

5. Independence

The independence criteria to assure that the effects of external influences, anticipated operational
transient and accident conditions, or internal failures on redundant systems and equipment do not
result in loss of any safety action, are addressed in subsection 7.8 of Ref. [5].

Requirements for functional isolation to reduce adverse interaction between redundant portions
of systems due to electrical faults, electromagnetic influence, etc., are addressed in subsection 7.8.1
of Ref. [5] (see also Appendix I).

Compliance with physical independence criteria through barriers and separation, is contained
in subsection 7.8.2 of Ref. [5] (see also Appendix I).

6. Control and protection system interactions

The requirements to assure that interconnections between safety systems and other systems,
including plant control systems, cannot prevent the proper performance of safety actions by the safety
systems whenever required, are addressed in subsection 7.8.4 of Ref. [5] (see also Appendix I).

7. Quality of safety systems and equipment design

The quality assurance programme requirements to ensure high quality standards of safety
systems and equipment design and installation, are contained in section 10 of Ref. [5].

8. Equipment qualification

The qualification criteria and methods to ensure that safety equipment is capable of fulfilling,
on a continuous basis, the design bases performance requirements needed for the safety actions while
being subjected to the environmental conditions existing when required to operate, are contained in
Appendix II.

9. Capability for test and calibration

The requirements of testability of the safety systems and equipment to demonstrate periodically
their capacity to accomplish the performance requirements defined in the design bases, for both
automatic and manual initiation, and from sensor to final driven equipment (preferably on line during
power operation), are addressed in subsection 7.10 (see also Appendix I).

Capability for sensor checks and recommended methods are addressed in subsection 7.10.2 of
Ref. [5] (see also Appendix I).

10. Channel bypass or removal from operation

The requirements to ensure that safety systems and equipment maintain their capacity to
accomplish safety actions if required during test intervals, are addressed in subsections 7.10.3 and
7.16 of [5].
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11. Operating bypasses

The requirements to ensure that where operating conditions require automatic or manual bypass
of a safety action, the bypasses are removed automatically whenever permissive conditions are not
met, are addressed in subsection 7.11 of Ref. [5].

Requirements to indicate if a safety action has been bypassed or deliberately rendered
inoperative, are contained in subsection 8.2 of Ref. [5].

12. Access to set point adjustments, calibration, test points and bypasses

The requirements to limit access to safety equipment with special emphasis on set points,
calibration, test points and bypasses, are addressed in subsection 7.12 of Ref. [5].

13. Derivation of system inputs

The requirements for measurement of plant variables to detect deviations that require the
accomplishment of safety actions, are addressed in subsection 7.13 of Ref. [5].

14. Completion of safety action once it is initiated

The requirements for seal-in automatic or manual initiation of safety actions by the safety
systems and equipment to go to completion once they are initiated, and requirements on manual
resetting to return to subsequent operating mode, are contained in subsections 7.3.3 and 7.2 of Ref.
[5]-

75. Safety systems failure modes

The requirements to ensure that the safety systems and equipment fail into a safe state, or into
a state demonstrated to be acceptable for other defined design bases under conditions such as loss of
energy or postulated adverse environments, are addressed in subsection 7.15 of Ref. [5].

16, Identification of safety actions and information read-out

Requirements on identification of tripped or un-tripped conditions of protection channels and
information read-out concerning status of safety systems and overall plant safety, are addressed in
subsections 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 of Ref. [5].

17. System repair

The requirements to facilitate the recognition, location, replacement, repair or adjustment of
malfunctioning equipment, are addressed in subsection 7.16 of Ref. [5].

78. Identification of equipment

The requirements to identify safety systems and equipment and interconnections (i.e. wiring),
are addressed in subsection 7.17 of Ref. [5].

19. Set points

The requirements for establishing the safety limits for each measured variable, the allowable
values of set points for each instrument channel which initiate safety actions ensuring that the
necessary margin to accommodate uncertainties due to instrument accuracy and calibration are taken
into account, and the margins between allowable set point and nominal values to accommodate drift
during intervals between calibration are addressed in subsection 7.4 and section 4 of Ref. [5].

2.4. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR I&C SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

The general and detailed functional and design criteria applicable to I&C safety related systems
and equipment for nuclear power plants are contained, among others, in the IAEA Safety Guide
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"Related Instrumentation and Control Systems for Nuclear Power Plants" Safety Series N° 50-SG-D8
[6].

Specific design criteria for safety related I&C equipment depend on the role of the corre-
sponding safety related systems. Among others, the following design criteria can be mentioned:

periodic tests in operation;
design and construction standards and qualification;
seismic qualification;
quality assurance requirements.

More specific criteria should be established on a case by case basis.

3. CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY/REMOTE SHUTDOWN PANEL

In accordance with IAEA-TECDOC-640 [1] the following safety items related to control room
habitability and remote shutdown panel (safety issue number I&C 11) were identified:

Insufficient provision for remote shutdown due to lack of independence between the control
room and the alternative centralized shutdown location. (Items 1151, 807, 808).

Non-existence of remote shutdown capabilities outside the control room. (Items 674, 805, 317,
621, 108.)

Insufficient provisions to maintain the control room habitability. (Items 811, 400, 1078, 497,
958, 498, 1271, 959, 1014, 812, 806.)

The analysis of these items has shown that there are insufficient provisions to maintain control
room habitability and in the event of control room evacuation due to non-habitability or unavailability,
there is no other location from which safe shutdown can be achieved or maintained.

The absence of alternative capability for remote shutdown in the event of control room
evacuation is of significant safety concern and requires immediate corrective action.

3.1. DESIGN BASES

The design bases for remote shutdown panel are found, among others, in the following codes,
regulations and safety practices:

Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3, International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group, "Basic Safety
Principles for Nuclear Power Plants" [3], Chapter 4.2 "Design", Section 4.2.3 "Specific
Features", Subsection 4.2.3.10 "Preservation of Control Capability", which states: "independent
monitoring and the essential capability for control needed to maintain ultimate cooling,
shutdown and confinement are provided remote from the main control room for circumstances
in which the main control room may be uninhabitable or damaged".

USSR OPB-82 [8] "General Safety Regulations of Nuclear Power Plants during Design,
Construction and Operation", Chapter 2 "Safety Requirements Placed on a Nuclear Power Plant
and its Systems", Section 2.6 "Safety Control Systems", Subsection 2.6.11, which states: "The
capability of actuating the safety systems and of obtaining data about the status of the reactor
from a standby control panel should be provided if for some reason (fire and so on) this can
not be done from the control room".

USA Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, [7] Part 50 "Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities", Appendix A "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants", Criterion 19
which establishes: "Equipment at appropriate locations outside control room shall be provided
(1) with a design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor including necessary
instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown and
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(2) with a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor through the use of
suitable procedures".

3.2. ASSUMPTIONS FOR DESIGN

This section provides guidance on the assumptions to be made in designing remote shutdown
panels outside the control room, giving proper consideration to surrounding effects and operating
conditions throughout the plant. The assumptions given are based on good practice in designing
remote shutdown panels of light water reactors.

1. The reason for control room evacuation is an undefined cause which prevents the acquisition
of maintenance of appropriate safe shutdown conditions (hot, cold or refueling) from the control
room. Control room habitability is no longer possible or desirable.

2. The design shall assume that evacuation will not take place simultaneously or coincident with
the recovery from any other abnormal operating condition, except loss of off-site power, to be
assumed coincident. Evacuation may occur during power operation, refueling, maintenance or
maneuvering activities (e.g. start-up, shutdown, standby, changes of power level and refueling
operations with specific items of equipment out of service or undergoing tests, as permitted by
the operating technical specifications). Restoration of the off-site power may be assumed for
achieving cold shutdown.

3. Evacuation shall not cause the disabling of any automatic actuation of engineered safety feature
functions, except those transferred to remote shutdown.

4. The design shall assume that no disaster resulting from natural phenomena occurs
simultaneously or coincident with the evacuation of the control room. However, if site
dependent natural phenomena are anticipated during the period following safe shutdown, they
shall become part of the design bases.

5. The design shall assume that design features are included in the plant in accordance with other
criteria for safe operation, including those required for fire protection and separation (both
physical and electrical) of redundant control and monitoring channels.

6. The design shall assume that the plant maintains an orderly status from the initiation of
evacuation until the operator reestablishes control at the remote shutdown facility.

7. The design shall assume that plant layout permits easy access to the remote shutdown panel and
easy operation of the transfer switches. Furthermore, the location of the remote shutdown panel
shall be such that the operator has sufficient time, after the reactor trip is actuated from the
main control room, to reach the control transfer switches and the remote shutdown panel, and
to establish control before any manual intervention is required.

3.3. DESIGN CRITERIA

This section gives guidance on the criteria to be applied in designing the system and in
identifying system functions, controls and components necessary to achieve and maintain a safe
shutdown condition from outside control room, in accordance with currently accepted practices to
meet the design bases established by the applicable codes and regulations.

1. It is preferable to have only one remote shutdown station at a unique location. If it is elected
to have more, one of them will be designated as the central station. The operators manning the
central station should have overall administrative responsibility during evacuation. The number
of locations chosen (including central station and local auxiliary stations) shall consider the
minimum shift fully available.

2. The remote shutdown station(s) shall be located so that access to and functioning of the
station(s) will not be affected by the event causing the control room evacuation. Access to the
remote shutdown station(s) during power operation shall be under strict administrative control
and alarmed in the main control room.



3. The room(s) housing the remote shutdown station(s) shall be designed for occupancy during the
period necessary to perform operator actions. Consideration should be given to maintain a
controlled environment similar to that of the control room.

4. Plant control shall preferentially be executed from the control room. Deliberate operator
intervention shall be necessary to transfer the locations of control to the remote shutdown
station(s). Control location selection shall be made by means of actuating control transfer
devices that establish a location priority (control room or remote shutdown station) for the
control and power signals.

5. The design of the control transfer devices shall be such that, for the functions being controlled
(including appropriate power supplies and I&C signals), simultaneous operation from the
control room and remote shutdown station is precluded. Functions which require control and
monitoring during remote shutdown operation should be transferable, and their power supplies
should also be transferable. The remote shutdown station(s) may access and utilize any control
room circuit(s) or equipment, provided that simultaneous operation from the remote shutdown
station(s) and the control room is precluded. The transfer devices should be capable of returning
control to the control room following the termination of the event.

6. Control transfer devices shall be located at the remote shutdown station(s). Plant control from
the remote shutdown station(s) shall not be possible, unless control transfer devices are
actuated.

7. The design shall permit the operator to verify that reactor trip has occurred from outside the
control room. It may be provided at local stations, such as the breakers location.

8. For pressurized water reactors, the following functions are the minimum required to maintain
hot shutdown:

(a) Maintain reactor coolant inventory and boron concentration:

1. Monitor and control reactor coolant inventory and reactor sub-criticality.

2. Control reactor coolant boron concentration.

3. Monitor reactor coolant boron concentration.

4. Provide a source of borated water.

(b) Remove residual heat through steam generators:

1. Monitor steam generator parameters for residual heat removal.

2. Control auxiliary feed-water flow and monitor water source inventory.

3. Control steam relief system.

4. Monitor and control the transfer of heat from the residual heat removal system to the
ultimate heat sink.

(c) Control reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure and monitor RCS temperature:

1. Control pressurizer heaters and spray.

2. Monitor RCS temperature and pressure.

9. Monitor and control capability of the support and service systems for the functions indicated
in item 8 above, shall be provided at the remote shutdown station(s) or locally. Typical systems
in this category are:
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(a) Diesel generators and electrical power supply systems.

(b) Heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems.

10. The equipment used to maintain remote safe shutdown shall be designed to accommodate a
single failure. Physical and electrical separation of redundant control and monitoring equipment
and control transfer devices shall be in accordance with appropriate criteria so that a single
failure will be limited to one channel, thus allowing the remaining channel to provide safe
shutdown control. The design shall provide two channels of control and monitoring equipment
for redundant functions. If diversity can be obtained in the design, appropriate channels of the
diverse functions may be substituted by two channels of redundant equipment.

11. The remote shutdown station equipment shall be designed to the same safety standards as the
corresponding equipment in the main control room.

12. All equipment (including instrumentation and control, fluid systems and communications)
required to maintain remote safe shutdown shall be capable of performing the intended function
with either off-site or emergency power.

13. Communication stations shall be installed in the adequate locations so that the status of
equipment can be relayed to the remote shutdown station(s). The communication system shall
be designed to sustain a single failure so that communication can be maintained within the
system. Portable or permanently installed systems should be acceptable.

14. The design shall permit periodic testing to demonstrate its operability. Testing frequency shall
be defined in the plant operational technical specifications.

15. If plant cool-down is deemed necessary after achieving the remote shutdown condition,
appropriate actions may be taken through the use of controls located at the remote shutdown
station(s). Transition from the hot to the cold shutdown condition shall be performed using
suitable operating procedures and controlled from a central communication station, preferably
at the remote shutdown station.

4. I&C SUPPORT TO OPERATION AND CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

In accordance with TECDOC 640 the following safety items related to I&C support to operation
and control room design (safety issue number I&C 5) were identified:

Insufficient degree of automation and centralization. (Items 103, 113, 131.)

Insufficient availability and suitability of instrumentation and controls to support operator tasks.
(Items 182, 258, 259, 260, 261, 353, 363, 473, 599, 648, 733, 792, 804, 1048, 1052, 1061,
1128, 1130, 1135, 1138, 1141, 1146, 1267, 1277, 263, 126.)

Poor degree of conformance of instruments, equipment lay-out and ambient conditions with
human engineering practice. (Items 127, 262, 264, 265, 802, 803, 938, 950, 951, 952, 956,
1136, 1137, 1148, 1149, 1269, 948, 364.)

Insufficient degree of automatic on-line diagnosis and operation support. (Items 246, 367, 366,
947, 1147, 1152.)

The conclusion reached from the analysis of these items is that excessive demands are placed
on operators due to insufficient degree of information, centralization and automation, and to the
absence of human engineering design factors taken into consideration in I&C equipment lay-out, and
in the ambient conditions for normal, abnormal and emergency situations.

Due to these facts, operators errors are likely to occur leading to severe consequences of high
safety concern, and consequently immediate actions are required.
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A control room design review has been strongly recommended as a joint effort by designers and
operators.

4.1. DESIGN BASES

The design bases for control room design reviews are found, among others, in the following
codes and regulations, which establish the applicable requirements and provide guidance for the
performance of control room design reviews.

IAEA-IWG-NPPCI-92/3 [9] , "Guidelines for Control Room Systems Design". Item 3.2.1
"Human Engineering Enhancements after Three Mile Island (TMI)" states: "Human factors
engineering is an interdisciplinary specialty which has an influence on the design of equipment,
systems, facilities and operational environments to promote safe, efficient and reliable operator
performance. Before TMI the human factors aspects were taken care of by the I&C designers
without assistance from human factors specialists.

"Often a new design was an evolutionary development of an existing one and operating
experiences combined with common sense were the main inputs. After TMI, the human factors
engineering became more structured and more specialists were educated. Special programme
provided also the required theoretical basis for the design engineering.

"Following TMI, since the early 1980s human factor reviews of control room have become
mandatory in several countries and guidelines for these reviews have been established".

USA NUREG 800 [10] "Standard Review Plan", Section 1.8.1, Item I.D.I "Control Room
Design Reviews" of the USNRC Action Plan developed as a result of the Three Mile Island
(TMI) accident states the USNRC will require all licensees and applicants for operating licenses
to conduct a detailed control room design review. "The review shall consist of:

(a) The establishment of a qualified multi-disciplinary review team and review program
incorporating accepted human engineering principles.

(b) The use of function and task analysis (that had been used as the basis for developing
emergency operating procedures technical guidelines and plant specific emergency
operating procedures) to identify control room operator tasks and information and control
requirements during emergency operations.

(c) A comparison of the display and control requirements with a control room inventory to
identify missing displays and controls.

(d) A control room survey to identify deviations from accepted human factors principles.
This survey will include among other things, an assessment of the control room layout,
the usefulness of audible and visual alarm systems, the information recording and recall
capability, and the control room environment ..."

"Assess human engineering discrepancies to determine which are significant and should
be corrected. Select design improvements that will correct these discrepancies. Improve-
ments that can be accomplished with an enhancement program (point-tape-label) should
be done promptly".

"Verify that each selected design modification or improvement will provide the necessary
correction, and can be introduced in the control room without creating any unacceptable
human engineering discrepancies because of significant contribution to increased risk,
unreviewed safety questions, or situations, in which a temporary reduction in safety
would occur

4.2. CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW METHODOLOGY

As indicated in NUREG 700 [11] a control room design review should accomplish the following
objectives:
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1. "Determine whether the control room provides the system status information, control
capabilities, feedback and analytic aids necessary for control room operators to accomplish their
functions effectively.

2. "Identify characteristics of the existing control room instrumentation, controls, other equipment
and physical arrangements that may detract from operator performance".

3. "Analyze and evaluate the problems that could arise from discrepancies which could lead to
substantial problems".

4. "To define and put into effect a plan of action that applies human factors principles to improve
control room design and enhance operator effectiveness with particular emphasis on
improvements affecting control room design and operator performance under transient or
emergency conditions".

In order to fulfill these objectives the following review process according to referenced
documents is suggested:

1. Review the relevant plant operational experience using appropriate documentation and a survey
of plant operating personnel.

2. Conduct a system function and task analysis to identify control room operator tasks, and
information and control requirements, during transient and emergency operations.

3. Perform a control room inventory to identify the characteristics of the existing instrumentation
and equipment.

4. Perform a control room survey that compares the existing instrumentation, controls, equipment,
ambient conditions and other features with accepted human engineering criteria.

5. Verify that the operator tasks defined in the task analysis under transient and emergency
conditions can be performed in the existing control room with minimum potential for human
error.

6. Validate the control room functions to determine if the functions allocated in the control room
can be accomplished effectively by the operating personnel within the structure of defined
emergency procedures and with the design of the control room as it exists.

7. Assess human engineering discrepancies to determine their significance.

8. Select the design improvements that will correct the detected discrepancies, ensuring that they,
in fact, eliminate or mitigate such discrepancies, and do not create new ones.

A flow chart of the above review process is presented in Fig. 1.

4.2.1. Glossary of terms

Since there are differences in usages of terms, the following definitions are provided to reduce
ambiguity:

Human factor engineering: The science of optimizing the performance of human beings, especially
in industry; also the science of designing equipment for efficient use by human beings.

Human engineering discrepancy: A departure from some bench mark of system design suitability
for the roles and capabilities of the human operator.

System (Subsystem): A whole which functions as a whole by virtue of the interdependence of its
parts; an organization of interdependent constituents that work together in a patterned manner to
accomplish some purpose.
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System analysis: Examination of a complex organization and its constituents to define (usually, but
not necessarily, in mathematical terms) their relationships and the means by which their actions and
interactions are regulated to achieve goal states.

Function: An activity performed by one or more system constituents (people, mechanisms, structures)
to contribute to a goal.

Functional allocation review: The examination of systems goals to determine what function they
require; also the examination of the required functions to determine how the functions may be
allocated and executed; primarily, the identification of established functions and examination of how
they are allocated and executed.

Task (Sub-task): A specific action, performed by a single system constituent person or equipment
that contributes to the accomplishment of a function. Only tasks allocated to people, in particular to
control room operators, and associated with emergency systems, are considered in this report.

4.2.2. Programme plan

The quality of the review effort and the results of the control room design review depend on
the composition and balance of the team performing the review. The composition of a good review
team can vary widely. Both team size and team make up can be expected to vary according to plant
type, control room, and control room / plant status. It is suggested that the basic technical team
should include:

nuclear systems engineer;
human factors engineer;
senior reactor operator or operation technical advisor with operating experience;
instrumentation and control engineer.

Needs for expertise not provided by the basic team could be met by bringing in specialists or
consultants.

Technical team direction and support will be needed. A project manager should be assigned to
provide coordination, support to technical team activities, arrangement for external consulting support
if needed, and scheduling and controlling of all the activities within the control room.

Administrative and documentation support should also be planned for, and made available to
the technical team and project manager.

4.2.3. Operational experience review

The objective of the operational experience review is to identify any characteristic in the design,
lay out or operation of the specific plant control room under review, that may contribute or alleviate
operator performance problems. The attention during this activity is addressed to control room
characteristics of concern, that have been documented in plant specific reports and reports from other
plants of the same standard design, or are reflected by the experience of the control room operators.

The review should consist of two tasks which are:

1. Review of plant specific and standard plant historical documents.

2. Survey of plant operating personnel.

1. Review of historical documents

This documentation review will focus on the analysis of relevant plant specific documents and
reports drawn up on site and related to incidents occurred totally or partially in the control room, or
that have required the intervention of the operating personnel in any phase of the transient or incident,
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and that may have contributed to degrade operator performance. Applicable reports or documents
drawn from operating plants of the same standard design, should also be reviewed.

Review method

All the documentation should be reviewed to identify potential problems related to human
performance. The screening will result in a collection of historical reports identifying one or more
of the following problem / error causes:

Human error

A classification that indicates an action or actions originated within the control room by station
personnel that caused the problem.

Procedure Problem

A classification that indicates that an operation procedure was inadequate.

Equipment Failure

A classification that indicates that a failed piece of plant equipment caused the problem, and whether
the failure was readily or easily detected from the available instrumentation, including alarms, in the
control room.

Other

A classification that, while not explicitly categorized as human error, procedure problem, or
equipment failure, appears to have involved a potential human performance element (i.e. control room
lay out, environmental conditions).

Historical reports should summarize circumstances and events leading to the problem, the nature
of the problem and any steps that may have been taken to correct or alleviate it.

As an example, the information to be recorded should include:

power station identification;
source document identification and date;
summary of the event (brief description of operating status, transient / anomalies that occurred);
effect on unit (trip, shutdown);
error classification;
immediate corrective action, if any;
follow-up action, if any.

Historical reports summary shall be reviewed. Human engineering discrepancies should be
reported for unresolved items, or where non-concurrence with corrective or follow up actions taken
may result, to aid in subsequent assessment.

2. Operation personnel survey

The operation personnel survey will focus on the analysis of experimental information to
identify potential problems that may have contributed to degrade operator performance. Additional
information should be gathered to identify possible outstanding design features which appear to
facilitate operator performance. The survey should consist of three tasks:

1. Distribution and collection of self administered questionnaires.
2. Conduct structured interviews.
3. Analysis of all questionnaires and interviews responses.

Administered Questionnaires
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Questionnaires should be distributed to all auxiliary operators, reactor operators, shift technical
advisors, supervisors and operation managers.

The questionnaires should address the following areas of human factors engineering, and other kinds
of human factors concerns:

work space lay out and environment;
panel design;
annunciator warning system;
procedures;
communications;
staffing and job design;
corrective and preventive maintenance;
training and simulator training.

In addition, operators should be encouraged to provide any other comments or concerns that they may
have regarding the design or operation of the control room. An example of self administered
questionnaire for each of the mentioned areas is shown in Appendix VI, based on INPO guidelines
[12].

Structured interviews

Based upon an analysis of the personnel background and biographical data, a stratified sample of
operators may be selected for structured interviews. This sample should include, at least, half of the
control room operating shift personnel. The format of the interview should systematically address and
document details concerning the above areas.

Specific guidelines and selected interview questions for each interview topic, extracted from Appendix
C of NUREG 700 [11], are presented in Appendix VII.

Response analysis

All response data should be reviewed and tabulated. A negative response which identifies a deviation
from human engineering guidelines, or a potential human performance problem, should result in the
generation of a "human engineering discrepancy report" to be assessed subsequently. Completed
interview and questionnaire protocols should be retained as back up material including the survey
mode (i.e. individual / group interview, survey procedure; number and proportion of respondents;
years and type of experience of the respondent, job, category, educational background and shift).

4.2.4. System function and task analysis

1. Objective

The objective of this activity is to establish the information and control requirements and the
performance criteria for the tasks which operators are required to accomplish under transient and
emergency conditions. These requirements and criteria will serve as bench mark for the examination
of control room instrumentation and other equipment.

2. Review method

A top-down approach should be followed in conducting the system function and task analysis,
starting with the identification of major systems and subsystems accomplishing critical safety functions
(i.e. reactivity control, reactor coolant system inventory control, containment integrity and heat
transfer).

The next step in this activity should be the selection of emergency event sequences that
challenge safety functions. The event scenarios to be analyzed should be at least those corresponding
to transients and accidents contemplated in the design bases, and used to develop the emergency
operating procedures. Event scenarios related to the above mentioned safety functions may be: small
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loss of coolant accident, inadequate core cooling, failure of steam generator tubes, etc. Other
scenarios may be considered as necessary to meet the objectives of the task analysis.

The following step should be the identification of the functions that will be challenged by the
event sequences chosen. Two actions are suggested:

document the functions associated with each selected event sequence, and where the control of
the function resides (e.g. automatic, manual, etc.) and

identify the control room operator interfaces and the relative sequence of their involvement with
and across functions and subfunctions.

An example of documentation of function identification for a particular event (i.e. pressurized
water reactor small loss of coolant accident) is given in Appendix VIII. A tabular format is used in
which primary loop and secondary loop system functions head the columns. Subfunctions whose
control is automatic (A) and subfunctions whose control is manual (M) are entered in the appropriate
functions column. The vertical position of subfunctions in each column depicts the sequence automatic
and / or manual of subfunctions associated with each function for primary and secondary loop
systems.

Based on the above system function and subfunctions analysis, the next step should be the
detailed identification of operator tasks associated with each function and subfunction. In analyzing
each specific task or man-machine interaction, the following factors should be considered:

functional / sub-functional objective;
task;
task action / decision;
operator requirements.

Appendix IX provides an example of task analysis for a particular task (changeover to the low
pressure injection mode after loss of coolant accidents).

In the course of conducting system function and tasks analysis the most important or complex
decision facing the operator should be singled out. A graphic flow for use by the operator in arriving
at the action / decision for action / decision making process should be helpful. An example is given
in Figure 2 for the decision to switch to the low pressure injection mode after loss of coolant
accidents.

Ultimately, the following kinds of descriptive information are needed:

function / Subfunction Identification;
task;
task action / decision;
input and feedback information requirements (display);
output implementation requirements (controls);
system response;
performance characteristics of instruments and controls;
consequences of task error / omission.

Appendix X gives in tabular form examples of the descriptive information to be recorded and
Appendix XI provides in tabular form an example of performance characteristics for the control and
monitoring parameters needed in accordance with the function and task analysis.

3. Product

The product of the system function and task analysis should be:

Tabular format identifying the functions in selected event sequences indicating where control
of the functions occurs.
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Tables detailing operator tasks related to each function / subfunction and instrumentation and
control requirements.

Action / decision flow diagrams as needed to identify action / decision points during selected
event sequences.

The task analysis should provide the principal results in identifying the human engineering
discrepancies and in verifying the task performance capabilities to assess the availability and suitability
of instruments and equipment used by the control room operators.

4.2.5. Control room inventory

1. Objective

The objective of the control room inventory is to develop a comprehensive listing of all the
instrumentation, controls and equipment within the control room, identifying their characteristics.

The list will be used in subsequent tasks to determine the adequacy of the control room
components for supporting operator information and control requirements identified during the task
analysis.

2. Review method

The review to perform the inventory of the control room should be conducted in two steps:

Review of relevant control room documentation (e.g. instruments list, instruments data sheets,
panel and control room layouts).

Direct observation in the control room to assure that the inventory reflects modifications that
may have been implemented.

A photographic support of the control panels and other work stations showing controls, displays
annunciators, labels etc., is recommended to help in the preparation of the inventory outside the
control room.

The inventory should identify the plant equipment, systems, subsystems and functions with
which the control room panel components are associated, and give indication of components use and
characteristics (e.g. parameter, unit of measure, range of display) for comparison with the
requirements identified in the task analysis.

An approach for the preparation of inventory data forms may be the classification of the control
room components into five classes:

1. Systems instrumentation.
2. Systems manual controls.
3. Systems automatic controls.
4. Annunciator system.
5. Miscellaneous instrumentation and controls and operator equipment.

The inventory sheets will record the following data for each component:

system name and / or number (univocal identification);
station name;
unit number;
physical location in control room;
safety classification;
vendor information including model if available.

Additionally, the following specific data for each class of component will be recorded:
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1. Systems instrumentation

nameplate information;
type of instrument (indicator, recorder, etc.);
parameter measured;
scale or chart range, markings, divisions.

2. Systems manual controls

nameplate information;
type of control switch;
equipment / parameter being controlled;
number of switch positions;
position designations (on, channel A, increase, etc.);
type of action;
associated displays.

3. Systems automatic controls

nameplate information;
type of control;
equipment / parameter being controlled;
control response;
associated displays.

4. Annunciator system

system associated with annunciator;
annunciator matrix location;
annunciator message.

5. Miscellaneous instrumentation and controls and operator equipment

similar data will be recorded as necessary.

In addition, the following information should also be recorded for each component, where
appropriate:

component photograph or drawing, if available;
photo-mosaic location code;
surveys and checklists applied to the component;
identification of human engineering discrepancy written for the component, if any.

3. Product

The product of the control room inventory should be a comprehensive list of all instrumentation,
controls and equipment contained within the control room. The inventory will be used in the process
of verifying task performance capabilities.

4.2.6. Control room survey

1. Objective

The objective of the control room survey is to identify the characteristics of controls and
displays, the usefulness of audio and visual alarm systems, the control room lay out and environment
and other areas of human factors engineering that potentially impact operator effectiveness. This is
accomplished by conducting a systematic comparison of existing control room against human
engineering guidelines. The ultimate objective should be to identify discrepancies whose safety
significance will be examined during the assessment and correction phase.
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2. Review method

The method recommended is to check, observe and measure the existing control room features
with respect to the checklist presented in Appendix III, and to the surveys developed following the
guidelines of referenced documents, which delineate acceptable practice in major topic areas of human
engineering applicable to control rooms. Guidelines are divided into the following seven topic areas:

2.1. Control room work space

The first topic area addresses the general lay out, accessibility and availability of operating
equipment and materials, anthropometric suitability of panels, availability and accessibility of
emergency equipment, environment factors, and availability of administrative procedures and
practices.

Compliance with most of these checklists can be determined by inspection and simple
measurements. Surveys of illumination, auditory and climate measurements will require more
specialized measurements or tests. Recommendations and procedures for them are also included.

2.2. Communication

Checklist addresses several kinds of voice communication equipment that may be used in control
room.

Compliance with this checklist can be determined by inspection and observation.

2.3. Annunciator warning system

Checklist addresses overall concerns such as annunciator design, first-out alarms and priorities.

Compliance with this checklist can be determined by review of annunciator specifications,
operating personnel interview, inspection and observation. Some measurements as auditory and
illumination are addressed as part of the environmental survey. Legend style and lettering may be
found as part of panel checklist and labelling.

2.4. Panel equipment

The checklist addresses functional adequacy, selection, design, specification, readability,
usability of displayed values, printing, markings, coding, etc. for controls and displays including
meters, light indicators, counters and recorders.

Compliance with this checklist can be determined by inspection, observation and measurements.
Checklist should be applied for each display and control and collectively to assure appropriate
consistency in labels, markings and coding.

2.5. Design conventions

Checklist addresses design conventions for control displays and control / display integration
covering such aspects as consistency of control use and movements, consistency of display movements
of indication, and relationship between display and control.

Checklist compliance can be determined by observation and inspection.

2.6. Colour coding survey

The purpose of this survey is to compile a list of dominant color-coding conventions used in
the control room and determine violations. It is suggested to conduct this survey with the assistance
of operating personnel. If no single convention is clearly dominant for a particular color meaning,
this should be noted as well. The survey should include the following as a minimum: indicator lights,
legend lights and switches, control handles, labels, any markings on meter faces, chart recorders,
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demarcation lines, mimic lines and annunciator windows. Operators should be asked to supply
additional uses of color.

Any meanings found for color not attached to checklist should be added. Text should be used
freely to explain or qualify any of the recorded meanings. Copies of this checklist should be attached
to panel checklist so that deviations may be noted.

2.7. Labelling, mimics and demarcation checklist

Checklist addresses label subordination, (hierarchy) location, content and lettering. Additionally,
checklist is included for the case of using location aids such as demarcation, color and mimics.

Compliance with most of the labelling checklist can be determined by inspection. In certain
cases such as lettering some measurements may be needed.

3. Human engineering discrepancy record sheet

Each item in the checklists and surveys should be checked and discrepancies completely
documented. It will be necessary to prepare record sheets with the following suggested information:

power station identification;
date;
plant system (reactor coolant, safety injection, etc.);
plant subsystem (pumps, valves, controls of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems,
etc.);
equipment item or topic (control board section name / number);
control board panel (panel identifier);
component or topic (control / display layout, lighting maintenance procedure, conventions,
etc.);
human performance modality (vision, hearing, decision, marking);
criteria from checklist violated;
description of discrepancy (description of discrepancy and how discrepancy relates to operating
events, functions and tasks, and also its safety consequences);
corrections proposed;
comments or notes developed by the reviewer.

4. Product

The control room survey results should include complete checklists which will show the
application of the human factors engineering guidelines. In addition, discrepancy record sheets will
be produced to assess their safety significance and the defined approaches to solve the problem.

4.2.7. Verification of task performance capabilities

1. Objective

The objective of this activity is to verify that operator tasks defined in the task analysis under
transient or emergency conditions can be performed in the existing control room with minimum
potential for human error, by assuring the availability and suitability of required control room
instrumentation and control.

2. Review method

The verification of task performance capability should be conducted in the two following parts:

2.1. Verification of availability

Verification of availability should be accomplished through a comparison of the operator
information and control requirements identified during the task analysis, with the results of the control
room inventory. The comparison should be conducted on a panel by panel basis to verify the presence
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or absence of instruments and equipment that provide the information and control capability necessary
to perform each task sequence analyzed during system functions and task analysis.

The results of the verification of availability should be analyzed from both an inventory
perspective and a task analysis perspective. From the inventory perspective the associated task related
to a component should be recorded in the inventory documentation to verify the utilization of each
item.

Notations should be made in the task specification to indicate whether each input, output and
feedback requirement is met by the existing inventory. The use of some sort of coding for both task
and inventory analysis should facilitate the recording of findings resulting from their comparison.
From the task analytic perspective, the compliance of an information or control requirement should
be noted including the appropriate component designation.

2.2. Verification of suitability

Verification of suitability will involve the examination of the human engineering characteristics
of instrumentation and equipment identified during the verification of availability. During this process,
selected checklists used on control room survey and criteria derived from task analysis should be used
to determine the suitability of control room components. This process would consider such aspects
of components design as adequacy of display range and usability of displayed values.

The review should carefully assess the practical availability of inventoried displays. For
example, displays may be separated from the controls with which they are used: several displays
which need to be read to identify a process event may be dispersed so they are difficult to monitor
and correlate. Functional grouping of instruments, relations between function and sequence of use,
movements relationships, etc., should also be reviewed.

3. Product

The results of the verification of task performance capability should be additional human
engineering discrepancies noted in the availability and suitability of instrumentation, controls and
other equipment required by the control room operators to perform tasks in selected event sequences.
Such discrepancies should be recorded on discrepancy record sheets as indicated in control room
survey, and assessed during the assessment and implementation phase. In some cases, discrepancies
identified during the verification process (availability) will not necessarily be keyed to checklist
criteria (control room survey), but may result from task analysis criteria. Such discrepancies should
be properly annotated on the discrepancy record, and the related criteria described.

4.2.8. Validation of control room functions

1. Objective

The objective of this activity is to determine if the functions allocated to the control room
operating crew during transient and emergency conditions can be accomplished effectively within:

the structure of defined emergency procedures, and

the design of the control room as it exists.

As the verification of task performance capabilities, the validation of control room functions
is an extension of system function and task analysis. In this case, emphasis is placed on determining
the adequacy of the control room design for supporting operator task sequences required to identify
and evaluate plant status and to diagnose selected transients.

2. Review method

The validation process is recommended to involve selected sequences analyzed during the
system function and task analyses. Therefore, the exact combination of task sequences to be included
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in the validation effort should be determined based on the results of the sequence selection process
from the system function and task analysis.

The principal activities during this task involve control room personnel walk and talk through
selected events sequences. Walk-through should not be attempted in the control room during actual
operations, but may be performed during periods of reactor shutdown.

A real time simulator or a control room mockup should be used when available, provided that
it reasonably represents the plant control room.

The following walk-through process is suggested:

2.1. Select an operating crew with as broad range of experience as possible.

2.2. Select the event oriented procedures (symptom-oriented if available) corresponding to the event
sequences selected.

2.3. All participants in the validation effort should be briefed concerning the objectives and
procedures of the walk-through, including assumptions concerning the status of the plant at the
onset of the event sequence.

2.4. Operating crew should be observed as they perform the selected sequences. Operators should
be instructed to describe their actions as they perform the sequences, including:

Indication that sequence should be initiated.
Sources of information (displays, procedures, knowledge, etc.) in deciding on control actions.
Application of information, including any conversions or uncertainties.
Controls selected and expected system response.
Methods for verifying system response and selection of alternative actions if response is not
obtained.
Indication that sequence is proceeding as expected.
Other comments as appropriate.

During this process, the observers may interrupt the operators to obtain clarification or
additional information. The observers should also:

Determine the time limits for each action.

Trace the movement pattern of each operator in drawings of the control room.

2.5. The results of the observation should be analyzed to determine:

Facility of control room crew interaction and function performance.
If work station design and component location facilitated the required action.
Availability and suitability of instruments and controls required to support procedural task
requirements.
Ability of control room crew to handle any time critical action sequence.

Adequacy of procedural requirements for operator tasks, and use of the procedures.

3. Product

The results of the validation process should include observations concerning:

Operator difficulties in responding to the events.
Impact of previously identified human engineering discrepancies (from operating experience
review, control room survey and task capabilities verification process).
Specific discrepancies not documented in previous tasks. Discrepancy records from these
observations should be an input to the assessment and implementation phase.
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4.2.9. Assessment of human engineering discrepancies

1. Objective

The objective of the assessment process should be aimed at verifying that after identifying
discrepancies, an analysis should be performed to determine the impact of the identified discrepancies
on operating crew performance and overall safety and reliability.

Although it is expected that the delineated review process will produce reports of many
discrepancies, it does not follow that all discrepancies will necessarily degrade the operator
performance to the point that plant safety would be affected.

The assessment process should aid in discriminating between significant discrepancies that must
be corrected and those which may be justifiable to remain unmodified. The assessment process can
also serve to provide means to assign priorities to the implementation of corrective actions.

2. Review method

The approach suggested in assessing human engineering discrepancies involves the assigning
of priority to each discrepancy, based on estimation of its potential for error, and on the consequences
of the errors resulting from the discrepancy.

Assessment of the potential for error will be based on the following sample performance topics:

impacts on physical performance (fatigue, discomfort, injury, control suitability);

impacts on sensory / perceptual performance (distraction, visibility, readability, audibility,
noise, display adequacy, inconsistency with stereotypes and conventions);

impacts on cognitive performance (mental overload, confusion, stress, sequential or compound
errors);

tasks variables (communications needs, task duration, frequency, delay or absence or necessary
feedback, concurrent task requirements, response characteristics: accuracy and speed
requirements).

It is recommended to subject each discrepancy to a series of statements based on the above
topics such as shown in Appendix XII. The responses to these statements should aid the reviewers
in identifying the degree of potential for error.

In addition, potential for error should be evaluated with respect to the probability of error
recovery by considering the method for error detection, the form and location of the error indication
and the latency and severity of the affected systems response to the error. Potential for error should
be rated on a scale from low probability to high probability based on the expert judgment of the
reviewer. For components having multiple discrepancies, the cumulative potential for error should
be assessed. Discrepancies which are known to have previously contributed to an operating crew
error, or as established by interview (or questionnaire) responses as detailed under operating
experience review, should be considered as a rating of high potential for error.

Once the probability of error has been established, the consequences of the error should be
estimated by the reviewers for each discrepancy. Error consequences should be defined in terms of
the potential impact on plant safety by considering the systems and functions affected by the error.
Discrepancies related to systems accomplishing critical safety functions according to system function
and task analysis, or which increase the probability of an error that could result in violation of
operating technical specification or unsafe operation, will receive the highest rating.

A method for categorizing discrepancies into levels of significance is presented in Appendix
XIII.
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In the next step of this procedure, the reviewers identify those discrepancies which can be
corrected by enhancement, training of operators and procedural revisions. The remaining
discrepancies should be analyzed to identify and provide design improvement alternatives. Since there
is a limit to the number of changes which can be made as a result of this review, a cost-benefit
analysis should also help to determine which corrections are the most feasible and acceptable from
the human engineering point of view.

Additionally, the control room review process should be reapplied as appropriate to ensure:

any new discrepancy is identified and addressed;
that other corrections are not invalidated;
compliance with human engineering criteria.

4.2.10. Corrections

Based upon the review process, potential corrective action should be identified by the reviewers
for all the discrepancies. The basic procedure proposed in identifying and selecting corrective actions
involve the following steps:

Analysis for correction by enhancements.
Analysis for correction by design alternatives.
Assessment of the extent of correction.

- Analysis for correction by enhancement: The discrepancies selected for correction should be first
examined for possible correction by enhancement (labelling, demarcation, operator aids, etc.). Each
discrepancy is considered and, where such correction is possible, reassessed for its effect on operator
performance. As appropriate, discrepancies are reevaluated via checklist and task analysis until human
factor suitability is verified. Where it is determined that correction by enhancement is not possible,
the discrepancy is analyzed for correction by design alternatives.

- Analysis for correction by design alternatives: Discrepancies not correctable by enhancement may
require a design effort. Corrective action may involve simple modification to the communication,
lighting or alarm system, or alterations to the control boards. In either case, identification of design
alternatives should be achieved by examination of discrepancies, reference to task analysis data and
identification of potential constraints. The corrections design development process, if used, should
also consider the need to minimize cost of the change and its impact on the existing design. Multiple
design alternatives should be considered as appropriate. Cost and schedule estimates should also be
considered, as appropriate. The impact of each proposed design change on operator training, plant
maintenance and documentation should also be considered. The acceptability of design alternatives
should be verified by further evaluation using functional analysis, task analysis and reapplication of
human engineering guidelines.

- Assessment of the extent of correction: The extent of the selected design alternative as well as its
impact on the existing design, documentation and operating procedures, should be also carefully
assessed. Interfaces and overlays should be identified and all the potential drawbacks analyzed.
Detailed documentation of design changes and implementation procedures and schedule are also
required.

5. INSTRUMENTATION SET POINT MARGINS

In accordance with the IAEA-TECDOC-640 [1] the following safety items related to
instrumentation set point margins were identified:

Non-existence of calculations or information on set-point margins to cover uncertainties
concerning accuracy and drift. (Item 1125.)

An analysis of this item has shown the need to determine uncertainties (accuracy, drift,
calibration) with respect to instrument channel set points for reactor protection and engineered safety
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features actuation systems. Safety margins to account for uncertainties have to be consistent with the
values used in safety analysis.

The determination of safety margins to cover the above mentioned uncertainties is the only way
to ensure that safety limits are not violated and that the defense-in-depth is not degraded.

It has been recommended to perform an evaluation to ascertain whether the set points for
reactor protection and engineered safety features actuation systems were conservatively set.

5.1. DESIGN BASES

The general requirements for establishing reliable set points on instrument channels with safety
functions and thus ensure that established safety limits are not exceeded, are stipulated, among others,
in the following codes, regulations and safety practices:

Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3 [3], Chapter 4.5 "Operation", Section4.5.5 "Operational Limits
and Conditions", Item 232 stipulates: "As discussed in Section 4.2.2.1 (Plant Process Control
Systems), a set of inviolable safety limits defines the extremes of the region of operating
variables and conditions within which conservative analysis shows that the plant will not suffer
undesirable effects or unacceptable damage. Operational limits for normal operation and trip
points as necessary are set on key plant variables which are controlled by automatic systems.
To ensure that anticipated transients do not lead to infringement of the safety limits, the
operational limits and trip points are set conservatively on the basis of reliable analysis.
Operational limits and conditions are defined for all the stages of commissioning, power
operation, shutdown, shutting down, starting up, maintenance, testing and refueling. Scheduled
tests and inspections are performed to re-calibrate instruments measuring and displaying the
values of variables which have safety limits, and to check the correctness of trip points".

USSR OPB-82 [8], Chapter 3 "Guaranteeing the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants During
Operation, Section 3.4", "Operational Safety", Items 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. "Normal operation and
permissible deviations from it are established in the operating instructions on the basis of the
design and technical documentation and the technological regulations, corrected from the results
of physical and energy-producing start-up. If the limits and safe operating conditions established
for the nuclear power plant cannot be maintained at any reactor power due to damage in
systems important to safety, then the reactor should be shut down". Set points that exceed limits
and safe operating conditions are considered to be damaging to systems important to safety.

USA 10 CFR 50 [7], Section 50.36 "Technical Specifications", which requires that "where a
limiting safety system setting is specified for a variable on which a safety limit has been placed,
the setting be so chosen that automatic protective action will correct the most severe abnormal
situation anticipated without exceeding a safety limit". It also requires that "the licensee notify
the USNRC of any automatic safety system malfunction, to review the matter, and to record
the result of the review". Set points that exceed technical specification limits are considered a
malfunction of an automatic safety system.

5.2. ESTABLISHMENT OF SET POINTS

In general, instrument channels for automatic initiation of protective actions by safety systems
are provided with adjustable set points where specific actions are either initiated, terminated or
prohibited. Set points correspond to certain provisions of the operating technical specifications
incorporated in the operating license.

The single most common reason for a set point in a safety system to be out of compliance with
plant operating technical specifications, is the selection of a set point value that does not allow a
sufficient margin between the set point and the operating technical specification limit to account for
uncertainties due to inaccuracies, instrument drift between calibration intervals and inaccuracies due
to calibration equipment and procedures.
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5.2.1. Methodology

The following describes a method to establish trip set-point margins for the instrumentation
employed in safety systems of nuclear power plants to cover drift, accuracy and calibration
uncertainties in accordance with referenced standards. Qualitative relationships between the various
margins, are illustrated as follows:

RELATIONSHIPS OF INSTRUMENT SET POINTS

Operational
limit

Nominal trip
set point

Allowable
value

Analytical
limit

Safety
limit

Starting with a safety limit as indicated at the right extreme, the first margin extends to the
point marked analytical limit. This margin is to account for uncertainties in the calculation model
used, process measurement, accuracy (e.g. effect of fluid stratification on temperature measurements
and effect of fluid density changes on level measurements), effects of potential transient overshoots
determined in the design basis events analysis, effects of the time response characteristics of the total
instrument channel, including sensors, and other applicable engineering margins.

The next margin is between the analytical limit and the allowable value of the set point and
accounts for instrument channel accuracy uncertainties (instrument accuracy and calibration accuracy).

The next margin between the allowable value and the nominal trip set point accounts for
instrument channel drift which might occur between the established surveillance.

The additional margin between the nominal trip set point and the operational limit,
conservatively accounts for perturbation during plant maneuvers and for set-point drift. This margin
is established to avoid spurious reactor scrams or unwarranted system initiations.

5.2.2. Definitions

For a better understanding of the methodology followed to establish safety systems instruments
channels set points, the following definitions are given:

Safety limits: Limits upon important process variables which are found to be necessary to reasonably
protect the integrity of certain physical barriers which guard against uncontrolled release of
radioactivity.

Analytical limit: The value of the sensed process variable established as part of the safety analysis
to account for calculational uncertainties and additional margin prior to which a desired action is to
be initiated to prevent the process variable from reaching the associated design safety limit.

Allowable value: The limiting value that the trip set point can have when tested periodically, beyond
which the instrument channel is declared inoperable and corrective actions must be taken.

Nominal trip set point: The value of the sensed process variable at which a trip action is set to
operate.

Operational limit: The most severe transient of a process variable anticipated during normal
operation without causing trip initiation.

Instrument channel: An arrangement of instruments and modules as required to generate a single
protective action when required by a plant condition.

Accuracy: Degree of conformity of an indicated value to a recognized accepted standard value.
Accuracy includes conformity, hysteresis and repeatability errors.

Instrument channel accuracy: Combined accuracy of all instruments and modules required for
generating a single protective action.
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Channel calibration accuracy: Combined accuracy of both the calibration equipment used and the
calibration procedures followed.

Drift: An undesired change in output over a period of time, not related to input, operating conditions,
or load. It is usually expressed as the change in output over a specified time with fixed input and
operating conditions.

Instrument channel drift: Combined drift of all the instruments and modules required for generating
a single protective action.

Instrument response time effects: Delay in the actuation of a trip function following the time point
in which a measured process variable reaches the actual trip set point, due to time response character-
istics of the instrumentation.

Transient overshoot: The difference in magnitude of a sensed process variable taken from the point
of trip actuation to the point at which the magnitude is a maximum or a minimum.

5.3. SET POINT STUDY DEVELOPMENT

To determine nominal trip set points and allowable values, the following assumptions are made:

The probability for a measured value with a normal distribution deviating from the mean value
by one, two or three standard deviations are 68%, 95% and 99.7%. The accepted probability limit
to account errors is 95%; that is, in a distribution of observed values, for a particular component
error in such empirical data base, 95% of the data will be bound by the value selected. If the data
base follows a normal distribution, this corresponds to an error equal to two standard deviations (2a).

It is considered that the accuracies of channel instruments and components (sensor, transmitter,
trip unit) and the effects that different external conditions (temperature, humidity, pressure, radiation,
earthquakes, process fluid over-pressure, etc.) have on the accuracy of each channel component, are
statistically independent random variables and are, therefore, combined by the square root of the sum
of the squares.

It is also considered that the drifts in instrument channel devices and components are statistically
independent random variables and are, therefore, combined by the square root of the sum of the
squares.

Appendix IV provides an example of set point study.

6. ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

In accordance with IAEA-TECDOC-640 [1] the following safety items related to accident
monitoring instrumentation were identified:

Absence of post-accident monitoring instrumentation. (Items 28, 109, 125, 346, 601.)

No discrimination of monitoring instrumentation for critical safety functions and absence of
performance and qualification criteria for instrumentation monitoring the critical safety function
parameters in the control room. (Items 673, 957, 1272.)

The conclusion from jhe analysis of these items, is that adequate instrumentation (in terms of
range, qualification and redundancy) to inform the operator whether the barriers to the release of
radioactive material are being challenged, is not currently provided to support post-accident
management.

The absence of adequate accident monitoring instrumentation for design basis and beyond design
basis events, is of safety concern due to the necessity of monitoring of the degradation of the defense
in depth concept features.
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The identification and provision of the required accident monitoring instrumentation, as well
as the upgrading of the existing instrumentation for monitoring the accomplishment of safety functions
performed by safety systems, is highly recommended.

6.1. DESIGN BASES

The design bases for accident monitoring instrumentation are found, among others, in the
following codes and regulations which establish basic safety principles for nuclear power plants:

Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3 [3], Chapter 4.2 "Design", Section 4.2.3 "Specific Features",
item 4.2.3.9 "Monitoring of Plant Safety Status" which states: "Parameters to be monitored in
the control room are selected and their displays are arranged, to ensure that operators have clear
and unambiguous indication of the status of the plant conditions important to safety, especially
for the purpose of identifying and diagnosing the automatic actuation and operation of a Safety
System or the degradation of defence in depth".

USSR OPB 82 [8], Chapter 2 "Safety Requirements Placed on a Nuclear Power Plant and its
Systems", Section 2.5 "Instrumentation and Control System", Item 2.5.2 which states: "The
nuclear power plant instrumentation and control system should ensure monitoring and recording
of parameters that characterize the operation of the plant in all possible ranges of variation and
automatic or remote control of normal operating systems in all modes. The monitoring and
recording devices should be adequate so that there is subsequently, the capability of establishing
the methods of the occurrence and development of an accident and action of personnel".

USA title 10 CFR 50 [7], Criterion 13 "Instrumentation and Control," which states:
"Instrumentation shall be provided to monitor variables and systems over their anticipated
ranges for normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, and for accident conditions,
as appropriate, to assure adequate safety, including those variables and systems which can affect
the fission process, the integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure boundary and
the containment and its associated systems...".

6.2. DESIGN CRITERIA

To meet the design bases in providing instrumentation to monitor variables and systems for
following accident conditions, the operators require indications in the control room to:

1. Take those preplanned manual control actions for which automatic control is not provided and
that are required by the safety systems operation to accomplish their safety function in
preventing and mitigating the accident consequences. Such preplanned actions, specified in the
plant safety analysis, are compiled in the post accident operating procedures.

2. Determine whether plant critical safety functions related to reactivity control, core cooling,
reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity and primary containment integrity, are being
accomplished or not by the reactor protection system, the engineered safety features systems,
and their essential support systems.

3. Monitor the extent to which parameters which have the potential for causing a breach of the
barriers to fission product releases have exceeded beyond the design bases values and determine
if a significant breach of a barrier has occurred. The typical barriers are: the fuel clad, the
primary reactor coolant pressure boundary and the containment.

6.2.1. Variable types

Based on the design criteria for the information to be provided to the plant operators in control
room to assess and follow accident situations, the variables can be classified according to the three
types of information they provide, as:

Type A: Variables that provide information regarding the accomplishment of specific safety
functions for design basis events and are required by the operator to take manually
controlled safety actions for which automatic control is not provided.
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Type B: Variables that provide information whether plant safety functions, i.e. reactivity control,
core cooling, reactor coolant system integrity and containment integrity, are being
maintained or accomplished.

Type C: Variables that provide information to indicate the potential for being breached or the
actual breach of the barriers to fission product releases.

These three types of variables are not mutually exclusive, and a given variable (and the related
instrument) may be classified as pertaining to one or more types. A variable classification as type B,C
does not preclude that variable to be also classified as type A. Where such multiple use occurs, the
instrumentation is required to be capable of meeting the most stringent requirements.

6.2.2. Variable selection criteria

The plant responses to the postulated initiating events have to be evaluated to establish the
resulting accident sequences analysis. Then, an evaluation shall be performed and documented to
select the accident monitoring variables and information display channels required to enable the
control room operator to perform pre-planned manual actions for mitigating design basis events,
monitoring the accomplishment of plant safety functions, and assessing whether barriers to fission
product release are being breached, or the parameters that indicate that such barriers have exceeded
the design bases values which ensure their integrity.

Type A variables

The process for selection of type A variables shall include the identification of:

1. The design basis events for which manual action over safety systems is required.
2. Pre-planned operator actions to deal with accident situations.
3. The monitored variables needed for preplanned operator actions.

Type A measured variables are plant specific and should be selected in accordance with accident
analysis and emergency operating procedures.

Type B variables

The process for selection of type B variables shall include the identification of the monitored
variables that provide the most direct indication needed to assess the accomplishment of or to maintain
the safety functions related to:

Reactivity control.
Reactor core cooling.
Reactor coolant circuit integrity.
Primary reactor containment integrity.

/ . Reactivity control

The measured variables shall indicate the accomplishment of reactivity control function.
Although the measured parameter should be neutron flux, this does not preclude the use of other
variables or combination of variables if properly justified. If neutron flux is used, the range of
measurement suggested should extend from 10^% to 100% full power.

Diverse and redundant verification of reactivity control function may be accomplished through
measured variables indicating control rods position, reactor coolant boron concentration and cold leg
water temperature.

2. Reactor core cooling

The measured variables should indicate the performance of core cooling function, as well as
its verification and long term surveillance. The measured parameters and their suggested range of
measurement should be respectively:
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Hot and cold leg water temperature: from 0 to the saturation temperature corresponding to the
design pressure of reactor coolant system.

Reactor coolant system pressure: from 0 to the design pressure of the reactor coolant system,
plus _>_ 10% margin.

Pressurizer level: from the bottom of hot leg to the top of the pressurizer.

Back-up verification of core cooling may be accomplished through measured variables of
coolant temperature at the core exit.

3. Reactor coolant circuit integrity

The measured variables should indicate the performance of the coolant circuit integrity function
and its verification. The measured parameters and their suggested measurement ranges should be
respectively:

Reactor coolant system pressure: from 0 to the design pressure.

Confinement sump level: from the bottom to the top of the sumps.

Confinement pressure: from 0 to the design pressure.

4. Confinement integrity

The measured variables shall indicate the performance of the confinement integrity function and
its verification. The measured parameters and their suggested measurement ranges should be
respectively:

Confinement pressure: from 0 to the design pressure.

Remotely operated confinement isolation valves position: closed-not closed.

Type C variables

The process for selection of type C variables shall include the identification of the monitored
variables that provide the most direct indication needed to detect the potential of a breach or the actual
breach of one or more of the three fission products release barriers:

Fuel cladding.
Reactor coolant pressure boundary.
Containment pressure boundary.

The ranges of measurement to be established for type C variables are not mechanistically related
to postulated accident scenarios. Extended ranges should be chosen to minimize the probability of
instrument saturation even if conditions exceed those of postulated design basis events.

1. Fuel cladding

The measured variables should detect and alarm the potential for, or the actual existence of a
breach of the fuel clad barrier. The measured parameters and their suggested measurement ranges
should be:

Activity in reactor coolant system: from 1/2 of the allowable operating technical specification
limit to 100 times such limit.

Reactor coolant temperature at core exit: between the make up water temperature and the
saturation temperature corresponding to the pressurizer safety valves' set point.
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Back-up verification of reactor coolant activity may be accomplished by laboratory analysis
(gamma spectrum).

2. Reactor coolant pressure boundary

The measured variables should detect and alarm the potential for, or actual existence of a breach
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary that could produce a loss of coolant inventory in excess of
normal make up capabilities. The spectrum of reactor coolant pressure boundary breaks extends up
to, and includes, the largest double-ended pipe break.

The variable used to detect the potential for a breach or the actual existence of a breach should
be the pressure in the reactor coolant system. In addition, the confinement pressure and the
confinement sump level should be used to detect an actual breach.

The suggested measurement ranges should extend from:

Reactor coolant system pressure: from 0 to design pressure, plus _>_10% margin.

Confinement sump level: from bottom to top, plus _>_10% margin.

Confinement pressure: from 0 to design pressure plus J>_10% margin.

Back up verification of actual breach may be obtained through the measurement of environ-
mental radiation in the containment and/or noble gases effluent radioactivity from condenser air
removal system exhaust.

3. Containment pressure boundary

The selected variables shall detect and alarm the potential for, or the actual existence of a
breach in the containment.

The main variables to be used to detect the potential for a breach in the containment and their
suggested measurement ranges should be chosen arbitrarily as follows:

Reactor coolant system pressure: from 0 to 1.3 times the design pressure.

Containment pressure: from 0 to the value ensuring that the design pressure is within the range
of optimum instrument accuracy, considering all the applicable margins. (This value is selected
as 3 to 4 times the design pressure in the US practice for concrete and steel containments
respectively).

Containment hydrogen concentration: from 0 to 10% volume.

The main variables to detect an actual breach of the containment and their suggested
measurement ranges should encompass the following:

Containment pressure: from 0 to design pressure plus a >_ 10% margin.

Activity in effluent from containment or from buildings connected to containment by penetra-
tions or hatches: from 10"5 to 1 Gy/hr effluent radioactivity.

Appendix XIV summarizes the types B and C variables accident monitoring instrumentation.

6.3. QUALIFICATION CRITERIA

This section provides guidance for the design and qualification criteria according to referenced
standards for accident monitoring key and back up variables types A, B and C.
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6.3.1. Key variables

1. Equipment qualification

Instrumentation for key variables types A, B and C should be environmentally qualified to
demonstrate that it can perform its monitoring safety function within the required accuracy under the
environmental conditions in which it will be required to function and during the time its function is
required. The environmental qualification for instrumentation channels measuring variables type C
whose ranges are required to extend beyond the most severe design basis events (i.e. containment
pressure), shall be based on the design basis events' environmental conditions, except the assumed
maximum value for containment internal pressure that shall be the value equal to the maximum range
of the variable.

Qualification applies to the complete instrumentation channel from sensor to display where the
display is a direct indicating meter or recording device. Each part of the instrumentation channel
should be qualified to the environmental conditions applicable to its location. If the instrumentation
channel signal is to be used for a computer based display, recording or diagnostic program
qualification applies from sensor up to, and including, the channel isolation device.

Seismic qualification should also be required for instrumentation channels of key variables types
A, B and C to demonstrate their capacity to continue to function with the required accuracy following,
but not necessarily during, a safe shutdown earthquake.

2. Single failure

The accident monitoring instrumentation shall be capable of providing the information required
by the operator to determine the safety status of the plant and to bring the plant to, and maintain it,
in a safe condition during and following an accident, despite a single random failure assumed to occur
anywhere in the channel. Consequential failures resulting from the assumed single failure are
considered to be an integral part of the single failure. Any system or component providing auxiliary
supporting service or power sources required by the accident monitoring instrumentation to perform
its function, shall also meet the single failure criterion.

Where failure of an accident monitoring channel results in information ambiguity (that is,
redundant displays disagree) that could lead the operators to defeat or fail to accomplish a required
safety function, additional information shall be provided to allow the operator to deduce the actual
conditions of the plant. This may be accomplished by providing additional independent channels of
information of the same variable or by providing an independent channel to monitor a different
variable that bears a known relationship to the multiple channels (addition of a diverse channel).
Redundant or diverse channels should be electrically independent and physically separated from each
other and from the non-safety related equipment up to, and including, any isolation device.

3. Power source

The instrumentation should be energized from station stand-by safety related power sources and
backed }p by safety related batteries where momentary interruption is not tolerable.

4. Channel availability

The instrumentation channel should be available prior to an accident except the one-out-of-two
systems, which are permitted to violate the single failure criterion during channel by pass for testing
or repair, provided that acceptable reliability of their operation can be otherwise demonstrated.

5. Quality assurance

Accident monitoring instrumentation shall be subject to the requirements of quality assurance
programs for nuclear power plants [13].
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6. Displays and recording

Continuous real-time displays should be provided. The indication may be on a dial, digital
display, cathodic ray tube, or strip chart recorder.

Recording of readout information should be provided for at least one redundant channel. If
direct and immediate trend or transient information is essential for operator information, recording
should be continuously available on redundant dedicated recorders. Otherwise, it may be continuously
updated, stored in computer memory and displayed on demand.

7. Range

If two or more instruments are needed to cover a particular range, overlapping of instrument
span should be provided. If the required range of monitoring instrumentation results in a loss of
instrumentation sensitivity in the normal operating range, separate instruments should be used.

8. Identification

Instruments should be specifically identified with a common designation on the control panels
so that the operator can easily discern that they are intended for use under accident conditions.

9. Interfaces

The accident monitoring instrumentation used also for other operations, which is not part of the
safety system, shall be classified as accident monitoring instrumentation and meet the related require-
ments.

The transmission of signals for not safety-related functions different from accident monitoring
should be done through isolation devices that are designated as part of accident monitoring
instrumentation and that should meet the same requirements.

10. Preventive maintenance, testing and calibration

Capability should be provided for testing the operational availability of each accident monitoring
instrumentation channel during plant operation. This may be accomplished in various ways:

By observing the effect of perturbing the monitored variable.

By observing the effect of introducing and varying, as appropriate, a substitute input to the
sensor of the same nature as the measured variable.

By cross-checking between channels that bear a known relationship to each other.

Calibration capability should be provided for each accident monitoring instrumentation channel
during normal operation as determined by the required interval between calibrations. During the
accident, means shall be provided for validating the required information. This may be accomplished
in various ways:

Re-calibration.

Specifying a calibration interval to ensure that the period during which the channel is needed
will fall within the equipment calibration interval.

Cross-calibration with other channels that bear a known relationship to the instrument channel.

Accident monitoring instrumentation shall be designed to facilitate maintenance, repair and
adjustment. Consideration shall be given to potential post accident inaccessibility, in the determination
of equipment selection and location whenever means for removing channels from service are included
in the design. The design should facilitate administrative control of the access to such removal and
to the calibration adjustments module, to the test points' and to the set points' adjustments.
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11. Human factors

The monitoring instrumentation design should minimize the development of conditions that
would cause that meters, annunciators, recorders, alarms, etc. could give anomalous indications
potentially confusing to the operator.

Human factor analysis should be used in determining type and location of displays.

To the practicable extent, the same instruments should be used for accident monitoring and for
the normal operation to enable the operators to use, during accident situations, the instruments with
which they are most familiar.

12. Direct measurement

To the practicable extent, monitoring instrumentation inputs should be from sensors that directly
measure the desired variables. An indirect measurement could be used only if it can be demonstrated
by analysis that unambiguous information is prevented.

13. Spatial distribution

It is important that the number of points of measurement be sufficient to adequately indicate the
variable value.

14. Performance requirements

The performance characteristics such as accuracy and response time shall be derived from the
plant safety analysis for types A and B variables. Type C performance characteristics should be based
on good engineering judgement to provide monitoring for events beyond the limits of design basis
events.

6.3.2. Back up variables

Back up variables as defined in the variable selection criteria, should meet the requirements of
high quality and commercial grade off-the-shelf instrumentation.

As a guidance, the requirements included under item 6.3.1 about range, service, testing and
calibration, human factors, direct measurements and spatial distribution, should be applied.
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APPENDIX I. SINGLE FAILURE CRITERION AND RELATED MEASURES

1. INTRODUCTION

To determine the degree of systems or components redundancy and to ensure adequate
reliability of the safety functions, codes, standards and regulations on the safety of nuclear power
plants design have introduced the single failure criterion. This is a deterministic criterion which
specifies a simple design approach to obtain a certain minimal redundancy of a system or of a group
of items of equipment. It is based on the general experience that even components and equipment that
are made according to high standards of quality, may sometimes fail to function in a way and at a
time that is random and unpredictable.

2. PURPOSE

The purpose of this Appendix is to assist in the comprehension of the application of the single
failure criterion to the instrumentation and control portions of the safety systems, and to provide a
description of the basic measures used to achieve reliability for coping with random failures, which
form part of the design criteria for I&C safety systems. Such measures include, among others,
redundancy, independence, diversity, qualification and testability.

3. STATEMENT OF THE SINGLE FAILURE CRITERION

The safety systems shall perform all the safety functions required for a design basis event
despite a single random failure assumed to occur anywhere in the assembly. Consequential failures
resulting from the assumed single failure are considered to be an integral part of the single failure.

4. APPLICATION OF THE SINGLE FAILURE CRITERION

In the application of the single failure criterion to the design of the I&C portions of safety
systems certain conditions are implicit:

Random failure considerations

In the application of the single failure criterion to mechanical components, certain failures are
defined as being passive i.e. rupture of pipeline or tank. Electrical components also have failure
modes passive in nature, such as short and open circuits in cables. For I&C portions of safety
systems no distinction between active and passive failures is made. Both active and passive
single electrical failures must be considered.

The detectability of failures is implicit in the application of the single failure criterion.
Detectability is a function of the system design and the specified tests. A failure that does not
cause an alarm or anomalous indication, or cannot be detected by periodic testing, shall be
considered as undetectable and must therefore be assumed to exist at any time. The probability
of such an undetected failure increases with time and could be relatively high during the last
years of plant operation. One of the objectives in analyzing I&C portions of safety systems is
to identify non-detectable failures. When non-detectable failures are identified, it is required the
redesign of the system or a test scheme to make the failure detectable. If an identifiable
undetectable failure possibility is not eliminated, it shall be assumed to have occurred in the
analysis of the effect of each single failure.

Consequent failures

Whenever the design is such that additional failures could reasonably be expected from the
occurrence of a single failure from any source (for example mechanical, electrical, environ-
mental) these cascaded failures, collectively, shall be considered to be a single failure.

A design basis event that results in the need for safety functions may cause failure of system
components, modules, or I&C channels. In order to provide protection from failures resulting
from design basis events, the equipment should be designed, qualified and installed to be
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immune to such anticipated challenges. When analysis indicates that safety systems failures will
result from design basis events, these failures shall be considered a consequence of the event
(i.e. the consequential environmental conditions caused by a single failure or a high energy pipe
break, like flooding of areas or an increase in humidity and temperature, have also to be
considered). To meet the single failure criterion, it shall be shown that the required safety
function can be performed in the presence of these event-caused failures, all the identified non-
detectable failures and any other single failure.

Single failure application to I&C portions of safety systems

When performing the single failure analysis, certain portions of the I&C involved in the safety
systems require considerations that may be specific. Interconnections between redundant
channels (through devices as data acquisition systems and test circuitry) are to be considered
as areas where independence could be lost. These interconnections shall be analyzed to assure
that no single failure can cause the loss of a safety function. The means for isolating redundant
channels shall be analyzed for single failures that would lead to loss of function.

Impulse lines connecting sensors to the process system (i.e. piping, equipment) shall be
included in the single failure analysis.

The system logic is of capital importance in the single failure analysis since it is here that
redundant channels and redundant actuator circuits may coincide together. The analysis shall
verify that no single failure in the system logic will cause a failure in the channel or actuation
circuits that would cause loss of safety function.

Those actuators designed to fail in a preferred mode upon loss of power, shall be analyzed to
assure that no single failure, such as that which would cause power to be maintained incorrectly
on the actuator system terminals, can cause a loss of safety function. Those actuators designed
to apply power when protective action is required, shall be analyzed to assure that no single
open circuit, short circuit or loss of power can cause loss of a safety function.

Test circuitry coupled in any manner to safety systems to which the single failure criterion is
applied, shall be examined to establish whether any failure within these systems can degrade
the safety system to which they are coupled. If they can degrade any portion of the safety
systems to the point of failure, the single failure analysis of the safety system shall be precondi-
tioned by those failures.

5. COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

Common cause failures are defined as multiple failures attributable to a common cause. Certain
common-cause failures shall be treated as single failures when applying the single failure criterion.
This is the case of consequential failures already discussed.

Common cause failures not subject to single failure analysis include those that can result from
external or internal hazards (i.e. failure of several components can be caused by events such as earth-
quake, airplane crash, fire or flooding). These events are normally defined as design basis events and
they are taken into account at the design stage. Fire protection, flood barriers and seismic
qualification are examples of such measures. Other common cause failures not subject to single failure
analysis are design deficiencies, manufacturing errors, maintenance errors and operator errors. Quality
assurance, proven design and standardization, qualification and fail-safe design are intended to afford
protection from design deficiencies and manufacturing errors. Personnel training, proper control room
design, and operating and maintenance procedures are intended to afford protection from maintenance
and operator errors.

6. MEASURES TO ACHIEVE RELIABILITY WITH REGARD TO SINGLE FAILURE

The basic measures to achieve reliability for coping with random failures and common cause
failures caused by external or internal hazards and manufacturing or design deficiencies are:
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Redundancy
Independence
Fail safe design
Qualification
Diversity
Segregation
Testability

Redundancy

To ensure that I&C portions of safety systems achieve their reliability goals and conform with
single failure criterion, the principle of redundancy shall be applied.

Redundancy means the use of more than the minimum number of divisions or trains needed to
accomplish a given safety function. Redundancy enables failure or unavailability of one division or
train be tolerated without loss of function.

Taken alone, redundancy increases the reliability of safety actions but also increases the
probability of spurious operation. Coincidence of redundant equipment signals is then used to obtain
proper balance of reliability and freedom from spurious operation.

Independence

The principle of independence is basic to the effective utilization of the single failure criterion.
The design shall be such that no single failure of a component will interfere with the proper operation
of an independent counterpart or system. To prevent the propagation of failures, the following
principles for design independence shall be applied:

Maintain independence between redundant portions of a safety system: redundant portions of
a safety system provided for a safety function, shall be independent of and physically separated
from each other to the degree necessary to retain the capability to accomplish the safety function
during and following any design basis event requiring that safety function.

Maintain independence between safety systems and effects of design basis events: safety systems
equipment required to mitigate the consequences of a specific design basis event shall be
independent of the effects of such design basis event. Equipment qualification is one method
that can be used to address this principle.

Maintain independence between safety systems and other systems: the safety system design shall
be such that credible failures in and consequential actions by other systems shall not prevent
the safety systems from performing their safety function.

Independence is achieved in the design of safety systems by using functional isolation and
physical separation.

Functional isolation

There are situations where equipment is used for both safety and non-safety functions (i.e.
interconnections between protection and control system) and there are interconnections between safety
systems and non-safety systems (i.e. annunciators, data acquisition systems etc.) To avoid that
credible failures in the non-safety system could affect the safety system, functional isolation shall be
provided. Isolation devices might be for instance buffer amplifiers or optical isolators. Isolation
devices shall comply with the following requirements:

Isolation devices shall be classified as part of the safety system.

No credible failures in the non-safety side of an isolation device shall prevent any portion of
a safety system from complying its minimum performance requirements during and following
any design basis event requiring that safety function. A failure in an isolation device shall be
evaluated in the same manner as a failure of other equipment in a safety system.
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Physical separation

Physical separation and proper lay out of plant components can provide increased assurance that
independence will be achieved. Equipment in other systems in physical proximity to safety systems
equipment (i.e. control room containing safety class panels and non-safety class panels, panels
containing safety and non-safety class equipment) or equipment corresponding to redundant portions
of the safety systems, shall be physically separated by acceptable separation distance, physical
barriers, or a combination thereof. Physical separation of individual system trains or divisions aims
mainly at prevention of the simultaneous failure of more than one train, for example, as a result of
unforeseen local conditions, and also helps to mitigate the consequences of events such as fire or
internal flooding, which might be caused by a single initiating failure.

Diversity

The principle of diversity can be used in the I&C portions of safety systems to cope with certain
common cause failures or uncertainties in the design or design analysis.

Diversity is generally of two types: functional diversity and equipment diversity.

Functional diversity is commonly applied in the I&C portions of safety systems when two
different variables (i.e. pressure and level) are used to detect a particular anticipated operational
occurrence or accident condition.

Equipment diversity implies the use of either similar equipment (i.e. pressure transmitters) from
different manufactures, or equipment to measure a determinate variable employing different principles
of operation (i.e. transmitters using different physical principles for measuring a variable and different
electronics to convert the process parameter into an electronic signal).

In any application, care must be exercised to ensure that diversity is in fact achieved in the
design implementation. The designer should remain alert to areas of potential commonality in the
application of equipment diversity such as materials, components and similar manufacturer process,
although the equipment uses different physical principles and different electronics (i.e. a transistor,
resistor, capacitor, or any other component of the diverse equipment may come from the same
manufacturer).

Testability

Capability for testing and calibration of I&C portions of the safety systems, shall be provided
to ensure that functional performance requirements established in the design bases, such as accuracy,
response time and set points, are confirmed periodically for both automatic and manual portions of
the system. The capability for testing and calibration of I&C portions of safety systems shall be
provided during power operation and shall duplicate, as closely as practicable, the performance of the
safety function. The test should extend to encompass all the existing components from the measured
variable through to the driven equipment.

Acceptable methods of including the actuation devices in the periodic tests are:

(a) Testing simultaneously all the components from sensor to actuation devices and actuated
equipment associated with each redundant safety system.

(b) Testing all actuation devices and actuated equipment individually or in judiciously selected
groups.

(c) Preventing the operation of certain actuated equipment during a test of their actuation devices.

(d) Providing the actuated equipment with more than one actuation device and testing individually
each actuation device.

The preferred method is (a). However, testing the operation of the entire group of actuated
equipment associated with a safety function, may damage plant equipment or disrupt reactor
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operation. In these cases the other methods should be adequate. Examples of utilization of methods
(b), (c) and (d) are respectively:

(b) Testing the actuation device for a spray pump separately from the actuation devices of the spray
valves.

(c) Moving the circuit breaker for an emergency cooling pump to a test position that prevents
power being supplied to the motor during test closure of its circuits breaker from the initiating
sensor to the actuation device.

(d) Testing individually the two solenoid operated valves that act together to control the compressed
air to an isolation valve.

Where actuated equipment cannot be tested during reactor operation, it should be shown that
there is no practical arrangement that would permit the operation of the actuated equipment without
adversely affecting the safety or operability of the plant. At predetermined periods (outages,
refuelling, etc.) each redundant system shall be tested, from sensor to driven equipment to confirm
that it will operate as a whole.

Where the ability of a system to respond to a safety signal is intentionally by-passed for the
purpose of performing a test during reactor operation: (1) positive means should be provided to
prevent extension of the by-pass condition to redundant or diverse system, and (2) each by-pass
condition should be individually and automatically indicated to the operator in the main control room.

Test sequences shall detect failures within the safety systems from the measured variable
through to the driven equipment. The sequences shall be capable of detecting failures in each
redundant portion of the system. Where redundant equipment is provided within a channel, the test
provisions shall verify the operability of each redundant portion.

The periodic test provisions shall provide objective system status information and, where
appropriate, furnish trend data to assist in the determination of systems degradation and those
conditions indicative of any incipient failure within the system.
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APPENDIX II. QUALIFICATION GUIDE

1. QUALIFICATION

I&C and electrical equipment used to perform a necessary safety function shall be qualified to
assure that it is capable of meeting, on a continuous basis, the design bases' performance requirements
(e.g. range, accuracy, response) needed for the safety task, while subject to the environmental
conditions (e.g. temperature, pressure, spray, radiation, humidity) existing at the time it is required
to provide the safety function. These environmental conditions shall include the expected variations
for normal operation, abnormal (anticipated transients), accident conditions, post-accident conditions
and containment test conditions. In the qualification programme consideration shall be given to the
combined effects of various environmental factors and to the integrated effect of the normal ambient
environmental factors on the life of the equipment (ageing). Where the equipment is subject to natural
phenomena (seismic disturbance) as a design basis, and required to perform a safety task during and
after the event, the qualification programme shall include the conditions imposed to the equipment
by the natural phenomena. When protective barriers are provided to isolate equipment from possible
environmental effects, the barriers themselves shall be subject to the verification of their adequacy.
Qualification may be accomplished in several ways:

Type testing;
Operating experience;
Analysis.

These methods may be used individually or in any combination depending upon the particular
situation.

The choice of the qualification methods is largely a matter of technical judgement and
availability of information that supports the conclusions reached. Experience has shown that
qualification of I&C and electrical equipment which must function (demonstrate operability) or remain
in its safe position during the course of an accident, including design basis events and post design
basis events, without test data, is not adequate. However, for the qualification of equipment subject
to events other than design basis events which result in abnormal environmental conditions, a
combination of operating history coupled with a partial test may be found acceptable subject to the
applicability and detail of the information provided.

If testing is impracticable due to size or weight limitations, analysis may be acceptable for
equipment of a passive nature, such as cabinet structures. Partial test data shall be provided to support
the analytical assumptions and conclusions reached.

Considering the economic, industrial and technical impact of the equipment qualification
process, an analysis should be conducted to identify the strictly necessary requirements applicable to
each component in accordance with the safety importance of the tasks it has to perform. These
requirements should be established, for each component, by the identification and definition of:

Normal, abnormal, anticipated transients, accident and post accident conditions in which the
component functioning is required.

Temporal profile of the environmental conditions (temperature, pressure, spray, humidity and
radiation) expected at the location of the component during the time that it is required to
function.

Safety function required to be performed by the component, whether is passive (maintaining
its integrity) and/or active (operating or remaining in safe position). This function should be
monitored along the steps of the qualification test sequence.

2. TYPE TEST METHOD

Type testing is a qualification method wherein equipment is subjected to a series of tests to
verify the adequacy of the design and the manufacturing process. The equipment selected for type
testing may be a representative sample of that to be supplied or an actual equipment already supplied.
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The type test shall consist of a planned and documented sequence of test conditions and
acceptance criteria based on equipment performance characteristics, energy supply and design
environmental conditions, and acceptable limits upon its safety function performance characteristics
during changes in energy supply and environmental conditions. The same equipment under test shall
be used throughout test sequence. The following test sequence, according to applicable regulations,
should be the most severe. However, the sequence used shall be justified as the most severe which
is representative of actual service conditions for the specific equipment under test.

Pretest inspection

Equipment to be tested shall be inspected to assure that it has not been damaged in handling and
is properly identified.

Mounting and connection

Equipment shall be mounted and connected in a manner and position which simulates its plant
installation whenever possible. Other mounting and connecting means may be used on the basis that
the service configuration of the equipment does not provide any advantage to the characteristics under
investigation when compared with the intended test installation.

Baseline functional tests

Equipment shall be operated under specified normal conditions, with measurements taken and
recorded to establish a data base or reference conditions for comparison with performance under more
severe conditions to be applied in subsequent tests. If applicable, electromagnetic interference testing
shall be included.

Functional operating extremes

Equipment shall be operated to the extremes of all performance and electrical characteristics
(energy supply) including environmental extremes to which it is to be qualified, including the
applicable margins. Each of these extremes shall be maintained long enough to reach equilibrium and
to verify equipment operation as described in the equipment specifications.

Two or more extreme conditions may be applied simultaneously if their combined effects do
not lessen the severity of the test condition. This operation, however, shall exclude design basis events
and post design basis events conditions.

Margins

Margin is the difference between the most severe specified service conditions of the plant, and
the conditions used in type testing to account for normal variations in the commercial production of
the equipment, and reasonable errors in defining satisfactory performance. The qualification type
testing shall include provisions to verify that an adequate margin exists.

Ageing

Prevention or elimination of common mode failure mechanisms which may compromise the
independence of redundant safety systems, is a design objective in nuclear power plants. Degradation
of safety equipment performance due to ageing has been identified as a potential common mode
failure mechanism. The objective of the ageing requirement during I&C and electrical equipment
qualification, is to subject the equipment to its end-of-installed-life conditions, so that type tests will
reveal the effects of advance life on significant performance characteristics.

An analysis shall be developed to identify the significant ageing mechanisms expected to be
present during actual service. Consideration shall be given to age-related degradation resulting from
exposure to elevated temperature, radiation and cyclical mechanical and electrical stresses under
specified normal, abnormal (excluding design basis events conditions) and test conditions anticipated
during the installed life of the equipment. If it is demonstrated that no age-related failure mechanisms
exist that impair the equipment ability to perform its safety function throughout its installed life, the
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equipment can be considered exempt from ageing conditioning. In such cases, the qualified life is
equal to the service life.

As available, either naturally aged or age-conditioned test equipment shall be utilized to achieve
an end-of-qualified life condition. Age-conditioning may also be used with a naturally aged equipment
in order to extend its aged condition, or when not all stresses expected to occur in service have been
applied to the naturally aged sample.

The ageing process shall account for the occurrence of known synergistic effects that may
occur. If synergistic effects are identified, they will be accounted for by adjusting exposure sequence,
the rate, or by application of stresses simultaneously.

Thermal ageing: The }se of thermal ageing as an age-conditioning method is based on the assumption
that ageing processes are accelerated by the application of higher temperatures than those which are
expected during normal operation. Several methods are available which generally use the application
of higher temperature for a shorter time to simulate normal ageing at lower temperatures. The
Arrehenius law is one of the most utilized.

Radiation ageing: Equipment or components which can be degraded by radiation exposure expected
to occur during normal service and postulated accidents, shall be irradiated to simulate this exposure.
If it can be demonstrated that radiation (rate and total dose) will not affect the equipment performance
at the levels anticipated, equipment may be considered exempt from radiation exposure. All significant
radiation defined in the equipment specifications shall be considered (gamma, beta, etc.) during
radiation ageing with appropriate margins.

Operational ageing: Equipment shall be subjected to an accelerated series of operational cycling
functions designed to simulate the various operations anticipated during its installed life.

Vibration and seismic ageing:

Equipment subjected to vibration during normal and abnormal use shall be vibration aged.
Vibration to be simulated includes self-induced vibration such as starting and running of motors,
vibration from near by equipment, or vibration from equipment over which the I&C or electrical
sample to be qualified is going to be supported in its final installation.

Seismic test:

The aged equipment shall then be tested for expected seismic events. Acceptable seismic testing
methods and procedures, together with information on earthquake behavior and on the dynamic
performance of equipment during earthquakes, can be found in International Standards such as IEC
Publication 980 [14].

Design basis events exposure:

The aged equipment, after seismic test, shall be operated as required while exposed to the worst
environment produced by design basis events and post design basis events. Under this test, the
equipment shall be subjected to the accident conditions specified (temperature, pressure, humidity,
steam, chemicals spray and energy supply variations), and those functions which must remain
operable shall be monitored. Design basis events radiation exposure may be excluded if incorporated
during radiation ageing.

Design basis events' conditions shall be applied simultaneously.

With regard to equipment not subjected to accidental environmental conditions, the above step
can be excluded, provided that the equipment has been aged previously, and that the specified normal
and abnormal conditions to which the equipment can be subjected have been included in the ageing
process.
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Post test inspection

Once the test sequence has been finalized, the equipment shall be disassembled to the extent
necessary to permit all parts be appropriately inspected. The inspection may include tests or
measurements such as dimensional and electrical (resistance, capacitance, etc.). The conditions of
electrical insulation, mechanical parts, bearings, lubricants, electrical contacts, wiring, gear drive
trains, linkages and other related components shall be recorded.

Modifications

Significant modifications or repairs shall not be made to the equipment under test after the start
of the sequence. Significant modifications are those modifications which would invalidate the type test
results. Modifications or repairs may be made only if full justification is documented that have no
impact on the validity of the test.

3. OPERATING EXPERIENCE METHOD

Operating experience, if available, may serve as a basis for determining the qualified life of an
equipment. Operating experience is defined as an accumulation of documented service data for
conditions equivalent to those to which the product to be qualified will be subjected.

The operating environment of the equipment and the physical location and mounting
arrangements shall have been documented, or shall be demonstrated by the analysis of any non-
continuous measurement, that they are, at least, as severe as the expected application.

The performance of the equipment providing the operating experience shall be determined from
measured data or analysis of failures that may have occurred, or both. Documentation shall include
measurement or determination of all performance characteristics in the equipment specification,
recording and analysis of all failures and trends that occurred during the operating period, and a log
of all periodic maintenance (including adjustments and calibration) and inspection.

For equipment to be qualified by operating experience, documented data must be available
confirming that the following criteria have been met:

The equipment providing the operating experience is identical or justifiably similar to the
equipment to be qualified.

Equipment providing operating experience has operated under all service conditions which equal
or exceed, in severity, the service conditions and performance requirements for which the
equipment is to be qualified.

The installed equipment must, in general, be removed from service and subjected to partial type
testing to include the seismic and design basis events' environments for which the equipment
is to be qualified.

4. ANALYSIS

Analysis may be used for environmental qualifications when it is demonstrated to be
conservative. Analysis may also be used to supplement type testing. Such analysis performed for full
environmental qualification or to supplement the testing, shall be justified in the qualification
documentation.

The analytical techniques which may be used are similarity, extrapolation and mathematical
modeling.

Similarity:

Similarity may be used to qualify a product by demonstrating equivalence to a qualified product.
Similarity is primarily used with type testing to qualify a family of equipment.
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Extrapolation:

In order to justify extrapolation, the following must be met:

The failure modes produced under extreme or accelerated environmental or other influences are
the same as those predicted under the required service conditions.

The life or other attribute being extrapolated is characterized as a function of the environmental
variable, providing a basis to forecast changes in the equipment performance as the time
increases or any other variable varies.

Extrapolation shall be based on data which can be demonstrated to be applicable to the
equipment.

Mathematical Modeling:

Mathematical modeling involves the construction of a verified model to show that, under actual
service conditions, the equipment will be able to perform its safety functions. In developing such a
model for qualification purposes, its validity must be justified by test data, operating experience or
analysis, or the physical laws of nature.

Analysis may be used as a qualification method for the following conditions:

If maintaining structural integrity is the only required assurance of the safety function;

If the response of the product is linear or has a simple non-linear behavior which can be
predicted by conservative analytical methods; or

If the equipment is too large to test.
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APPENDIX III. CONTROL ROOM SURVEY

1. CONTROL ROOM WORK SPACE CHECKLIST

ITEM

A. Layout

CRA-1

CRA-2

CRA-3

CRA-4

CRA-5

CRA-6

CRA-7

CRA-8

CRA-9

CRA-10

CRA-11

CRA-12

CRA-13

CRA-14

CRA-15

Controls and displays needed to meet task demands are present in the control room.

Operators have to leave the control room operating area to attend instrumentation and
controls on back panels.

From a seated position, instruments and controls on other panels (including
annunciator panels) can be seen over the console.

The visual and physical path from the operator's desk to the control board is
unobstructed. Possible obstruction include the following:

- tripping hazards
- poorly positioned filing cabinets and storage racks
- maintenance equipment

Distance from back of desks to opposing surface(s) is adequate (minimum 900 mm).

Distance between two rows of facing panels or consoles/panels is adequate (minimum
1270 mm).

Distance between a single row of panels and wall or other opposing surface is
adequate (minimum 1270 mm).

Unguarded openings are present in panels.

Operating procedures and reference documents are readily accessible, and separate
from other documents.

Documents are protected from wear so they do not become dog-eared, dirty, loose,
torn or difficult to read.

Documents are not fixed in racks and are bound so they can be opened fully and
remain opened at the desired place without holding.

Clearly visible title labels identify specific documents.

Documents are labeled clearly and easily distinguished from one other.

Expendable and spare parts are readily accessible and include items such as fuses,
bulbs, ink, inking pens, recorded charts, printer paper, batteries (i.e. walkie talkies
used, special tools as needed to install parts) and items for emergency equipment such
as filters.

Spare parts are identified clearly and distinctively, and an inventory system maintains
an adequate supply of spares.

N/A YES NO

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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1. CONTROL ROOM WORK SPACE CHECKLIST (cont.)

CRA-16

CRA-17

CRA-18

CRA-19

CRA-20

Sufficient storage space
ITEM

exists for expendable and spare parts.

The shift supervisors office is near the control room or a dedicated communications
link is provided between operating area and shift supervisor office.

Sanitary facilities and drinking water are easily accessible.

Sufficient storage space

Access by non-essential
access.

B. Anthropometric Criteria

exists for the crew's personal belongings.

personnel is not a problem; operators have authority to limit

ITie recommended anthropometric criteria for bench boards .vertical boards and sit-down
consoles are illustrated in Fig. 3 to cover fifth percentile females and 95 percentile males
(from NUREG 700 and MIL-STD-1472C). Panels and control room may be checked for
compliance with these criteria.

CRB-1

CRB-2

CRB-3

CRB-4

CRB-5

CRB-6

CRB-7

CRB-8

CRB-9

CRB-10

CRB-11

CRB-12

Depth (max)

Control Depth (min)

Bench boards

712 mm

75 mm

Base Indentation (min)(foot-room) 100 mm

Controls (min)

Controls (max)

Displays (min)

Displays (max)

Controls (min)

Controls (max)

Displays (min)

Displays (max)

Annunciators (max)

COMPLETED BY:

686 mm

1600 mm

788 mm
1422 - 1448 mm for mechanical counters

2032 mm

Vertical boards

864 mm

1778 mm

1042 mm

1778 mm

Vertical 2032 mm
15° forward tilt 2280 mm
30° forward tilt 762 mm

N/A YES NO

DATE:
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FIG. 3. Control room anthropometric criteria.
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1. CONTROL ROOM WORK SPACE CHECKLIST (cont.)

ITEM N/A YES NO

SIT DOWN CONSOLE

"RB-13 Knee room (min) 457 mm
'RB-14 Bench board height under surface (min) 635 mm
:RB-15 Control depth (min) 75 mm
:RB-16 Control depth (max) 635 mm

C. Emergency equipment

!RC-1 The following should exist for protective equipment, protective clothing and breathing
apparatus:

^RC-2 A supply adequate to outfit the shift crew.
^RC-3 Face masks have speech diaphragm or microphone.

CRC-4 Fire-fighting equipment.
CRC-5 Portable radiation monitoring equipment.

RC-6 An automatic system to warn operators of control room fires.
RC-7 All emergency equipment is easily and readily accessible.

D. Environment

CRD-1 Temperature and humidity in the control room should be between 22°C to 25°C
and 40 to 60% relative humidity.

?RD-2 The noise survey should cover items that could interfere with verbal communication
or reception of auditory alarms. Take sound pressure level reading at desks, panels,
and other control room operating stations. Note readings higher than 65 db (A).
Take readings of annunciator alarms at locations used above. Note if alarm is not
10 db (A) above ambient at any location. Take readings adjacent to ventilation duct(s)
printer(s), and door(s). Note if readings are 6 db (A) above average ambient level.

CRD-3 The lighting survey should consist of a series of illuminance readings taken with a
light meter/spot photometer. The control room layout should be sketched labelling
all panel sections, operators desks, pointers and other work stations. Two vertical
and two horizontal illuminance readings should be taken for each labelled section of
bench boards. Two illuminance readings taken in the plane normally viewed should
be recorded for other operating stations. This process should be repeated under
emergency lighting conditions taking single measurements. There should be no
apparent change in the discriminability of colors under emergency lighting conditions.
The evaluation criteria in assessing the adequacy of illumination according to
Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) for Power Plant Control Room (Foot-candles)
is indicated.

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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1. CONTROL ROOM WORK SPACE CHECKLIST (cont.)

ITEM

Illuminating engineering society (IES) criteria for power plant control room

Panels

Desks

Printer

Emergency Minimum Recommended

20 20 50

20 50 75

20 50 75

(foot candles)

Notes:
It is assumed that only typed or printed material will need to be read under emergency lighting
and that annotation may be used on alarm copy. If little writing is done at desks, lowering these
minimum levels may be justified.

Note on
lighting)

Note on

a:

b:

c:

CRD-4

CRD-5

CRD-6

sketch any illumination readings falling outside specified range (normal

sketch all instances in which any of the following are true:

Paired readings exceed a ratio of 3:1.

Horizontal and vertical readings form a bench-board section exceed a

Adjacent panel sections exceed a ratio of 3:1 (NORMAL LIGHTING)

Compare highest and lowest illuminations recorded.

Note if a ratio of 10:1 has been exceeded (NORMAL LIGHTING).

and emergency

ratio of 3:1.

Compare luminance ratios for indicator, legend, and annunciator lights measured.

Note any contrast of less than 10 percent. If contrasts are inadequate,
readings of the remaining luminaries. Repeat until all luminaries with
contrast have been identified.

take additional
inadequate

Are colors used in coding recognizable under both normal and emergency lighting
conditions?

- Green, Red, White
- Demarcation of Systems on Control boards
- Normal indication Markers on Indicators

COMPLETED BY:

N/A YES NO

DATE:
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1. CONTROL ROOM WORK SPACE CHECKLIST (com.)

ITEM

E: Administrative procedures and practices

List procedure numbers for the following procedures controlling both temporary and permanent
changes (such as labelling) to control boards.

CRE-1

CRE-2

CRE-3

CRE-4

CRE-5

CRE-6

CRE-7

CRE-8

CRE-9

CRE-10

CRE-11

CRE-12

CRE-13

CRE-14

CRE-15

CRE-16

CRE-17

CRE-18

Method of label application.

Language (acronyms and abbreviations).

Type-style or font.

Color.

Periodic review.

Incorporation in procedures if made permanent.

Procedure for out-of-service annunciator tiles.

Procedure for identifying annunciator tiles lit for an extended period during normal
operations.

Procedure controlling loudness adjustment for annunciator system (if adjustable).

Instructions for use of personnel protective equipment are available, and operators
have received training and are practiced in their use.

Training is given and the use of each communication system, including familiarity
with suggested alternatives if a system becomes inoperable.

Procedures are established for handling communications during an emergency, and
these procedures must be known by all operators.

Operators are trained in the use of emergency equipment.

Procedures(s) controlling annunciator window and legend light/switch removal to
ensure replacement in correct location (N/A if hinged or keyed).

Procedures for control room emergencies involving fire and contamination.

Instructions for use of personnel protective equipment.

Procedure calling for the periodic cleaning of labels.

Procedure that ensures infrequently activated auditory alarms are tested periodically.

N/A YES NO

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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1. CONTROL ROOM WORK SPACE CHECKLIST (cont.)

ITEM

F: Relevant documents

List procedure numbers and frequency of periodic inspection/checks for each of the following:

CRF-1

CRF-2

CRF-3

CRF-4

CRF-5

CRF-6

Annunciator test.

Control room fire-fighting equipment.

Portable radiation monitoring equipment.

Control room personnel protective equipment.

Control room communication equipment.

Periodic chart marking (once/shift and speed change).

N/A YES NO

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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2. COMMUNICATIONS CHECKLIST

ITEM N/A YES NO

;o-2

:o-3

:o-4

:o-5

:o-6

CO-7

CO-8

CO-9

CO-10

Handsets/cords should be examined to ensure the following:
a. Handsets are easily held, with ear contact being maintained while speaking.
b. Cords are of sufficient length to permit operator mobility.
c. Cords are non-linking or self-retracting.

Sound-powered telephone system headsets are comfortable and held firmly in place.

If used, walkie-talkies or portable communication devices are light, easy to carry, and
allow manipulation of plant controls, when required.

If gain adjustment can be made with an accessible control it cannot be set so low that
the device cannot be heard.

Speaker volume is adjusted to ensure that speaker communications will not prevent
detection of annunciator, telephone, or other audible signals.

To preclude wrong instrument system connections, jacks for the system being
examined should differ from those used for other communication systems in the
control room; otherwise, another means should be employed to make plugging into
the wrong circuit obvious.

Patch panels are conspicuously marked, accessible, and provided with a complete set
of cords (N/A if not sound-power phone).

Switching for conventional-powered phones is maintained during emergency
conditions.

Public announcer (PA) speaker coverage is provided at the following locations where
control room personnel operations might be:
a. Control room
b. Control room rest room
c. Computer room
d. Plant rest rooms other than control room
e. Lunch/Conference room
f. Locker room
g. Plant office

Plant communication system are redundant (not subject to common cause failures) i.e
PA. and walkie-talkies or conventional and sound-powered phones.

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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3. ANNUNCIATOR WARNING SYSTEM CHECKLIST

AN-1

AN-2

AN-3

AN-4

AN-5

AN-6

AN-7

AN-8

AN-9

AN-10

AN-11

AN-12

AN-13

ITEM

List annunciator titles that are normally or frequently on during normal operation.

List general alarm titles which require the control room operator to direct an auxiliary
operator to a given plant location.

Are alarm annunciators provided with capabilities to identify the initiating event (first
out)?

Are alarm annunciators prioritized to differentiate the most important or serious alarm
from less important ones?

Cleared alarms have a dedicated distinctive audible signal of finite duration.

Cleared alarms have special visual discrimination.

Are annunciator titles grouped functionally?

List titles with the following traits:

a. They employ multiple-choice indication.

b. They have legends that do not unambiguously specify alarmed points or use
unfamiliar abbreviations or acronyms.

c. They are not associated with controls and displays on some panel segment.

Annunciator controls are set off from other controls through some form of coding.

Annunciator controls are arranged properly (functions are in the same order).

Annunciator controls include silence, acknowledge, reset test controls.

Describe annunciator sequence.

Annunciator window positions are labelled to facilitate access to procedures.

N/A YES NO

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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4. PANEL EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

ITEM N/A YES NO

A. General

PA-1

PA-2

Control and displays (indicating lights, meters, recorders, indicators, annunciators)
generally are grouped by system and function, with identical layout for repetitive
groups.

Components of similar function are consistently ordered, preferably from left to right
or top to bottom.

Correct

A B C

1
2
3

Incorrect

B-C-A

2
3
1

PA-3

PA-4

PA-5

PA-6

Control surfaces promote ease of use. Knurls or serration are used for knobs, rocker,
and slide switches and indentations or slip resistance surface for push-buttons.

Rocker and toggle switches are oriented consistently either vertically (preferred) or
horizontally.

Handles or knobs are shaped or marked clearly to indicate position, without
obstruction of legends or confusion of direction.

Glare does not interfere with reading meters when they are viewed from operator's
station at control panel.

B. Meters

PB-1 Parallax does not interfere with reading meters when they are viewed from the
operator's station at the control panel.

PB-2 Moving scale indicators are not used.

PB-3 In groups of similar displays, meters are aligned to promote visual comparison and
provided with identical scales to facilitate comparative reading.

PB-4 Meter scales are in commonly used engineering units and are in the same units as the
associated controller if one exits.

PB-5 Scales should normally have black markings on a white background or provide good
contrast.

PB-6 Circular scales are symmetrical about their vertical axis, with the break centered at
the 6 o'clock position, unless they are multi-revolution type.

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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4. PANEL EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST (cont.)

PB-7

PB-8

PB-9

PB-10

PB-11

PB-12

PB-13

PB-14

PB-15

PB-16

PB-17

ITEM
If circular meters have multi-revolution or both positive and negative values, zero is
located in the 12 o' clock position.

Meters are designed so the pointers do not obscure graduation marks or numerals.

No more than 1/16" separation exists between pointer tip and scale.

Sufficient visual contrast exists among scale graduations, process units, numerals,
background, and pointer.

Meter scales contain a maximum of nine intermediate graduations between numbered
markings. Intermediate and minor graduations are shown if there are five or more
graduations between numerals.

Meters are scaled with subdivisions in decimal multiples of 1, 2 or 5.

Scales are marked with numerals oriented in on upright position, circular as well as
linear.

Control/display operation conforms to control room design conventions (see topic area
5. Design Convention Checklist).

Scales are marked to show normal and abnormal, safe and unsafe, or expected and
unexpected ranges of operation, where applicable (pressures, flows, levels, etc.).
These markings do not interfere with reading of meter.

Meters have not been re-sealed using temporary means (e.g. embossed tape).

Multi-range meters are marked or color-coded to differentiate among range scales.

Indicator lights not included in design convention survey

PB-18

PB-19

Sets of displays are in alignment to facilitate comparison between related system
elements.

Color of indicator lights is clearly identifiable (good contrast with background)

C. Legend lights/switches

PC-1

PC-2

Legends for annunciators and status lights and legend push-buttons have engraved
dark lettering on a light backing, are readable under ambient lighting, and contain
no more than three lines.

To prevent accidental activation, barriers are present when legend push-buttons are
contiguous.

COMPLETED BY: DATE:

N/A YES NO
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4. PANEL EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST (cont.)

PC-3

PC-4

PC-5

PC-6

PC-7

PC-8

PC-9

PC-10

ITEM
Barriers have rounded edges to prevent injury.

Legend switches are easily distinguished from legend lights.

Printed chart recorder values are read easily.

Current data is readable through the window.

Printed value corresponds to scale value (i.e. proper chart paper is being used).

On multiple pen recorders, parameters are listed in the same order as their pens. Each
pen prints with a different color ink.

If the chart recorder has switchable channels, a procedure standard operating practice
exists for marking channels, and use of different channels does not cause confusion
because of different scale requirements.

Single-point select capability is available on multi-point recorders.

D. Counters

PD-1

PD-2

PD-3

Mechanical counters use black numbers on a white background and have a matte or
flat finish or have adequate character to background contrast; electronic counters
("Nixie" tubes, light-emitting diodes, etc.) use alphanumerics that are easily read and
have adequate character-to-background contrast.

To maximize viewing angle and minimize shadows, mechanical counter are mounted
so the display is not recessed.

Mechanical counters and electronic counters should be oriented so they can be read
horizontally from left to right.

E. Emergency controls

PE-1

PE-2

PE-3

PE-4

PE-5

PE-6

PE-7

PE-8

Switches for emergency or abnormal use (such as turbine trip, scram, emergency trip,
etc.) are clearly marked.

Emergency control and other important controls are protected from inadvertent
operation. Safety or lock wires should be used.

Emergency controls are readily accessible.

The purpose of key switches is not defeated by having keys in their locks.

Key switches are "off" or "safe" in the vertical position. They are nearly horizontal
when operated (judge by position labels).

For display types that have indirect indication and any controls without associated
indicator lights, readable backup displays are within view (examples a meter for
pumps).

Color use conforms to the attachment from color-coding survey.

Abbreviation/acronym use is standard.

N/A YES NO

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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5. DESIGN CONVENTIONS CHECKLIST

ITEM N/A YES NO

A. Design conventions - controls

DCA-1: If used while wearing emergency equipment controls are
a. Easy to identify
b. Easy to activate

DCA-2 Control movements should conform the following populations stereotypes:

Function Control Action

a. On, start run, open Up, right, forward, clockwise, pull

b. Off, stop, close Down, left, backward, counter clockwise, push

Clockwise, right

Counterclockwise, left

Up

Down

Forward, up, right, clockwise

Backward, down, left counterclockwise

c. Right

d. Left

e. Raise

f. Lower

g. Increase

h. Decrease

DCA-3: Pump and valve switches are coded (i.e. type of control) consistently.

DCA-4: There is a clear indication of control position

DCA-5: There is clear indication of status of system/equipment associated by control.

B. Design convention - displays

DCB-1: It is clear whether display information is demand or status information.

DCB-2: Types of displays and scales are consistent for similar functions/status reported.

DCB-3: Displays are readable from usual operator position(s).

DCB-4: Displayed information does not require transformation; if so, the operation required is
clearly indicated (e.g. multiply by 10).

DCB-5: Scale values increase with clockwise movement of pointer on circular scales.

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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5. DESIGN CONVENTIONS CHECKLIST (cont.)

DCB-6:

DCB-7:

ITEM

Scale values increase with upward movement of pointer on vertical scales

Scale values increase with pointer movement to the right in horizontal scales

C. Design conventions - control/display integration

DCC-1:

DCC-2:

DCC-3:

DCC-4:

DCC-5:

DCC-6:

DCC-7:

Displays that are monitored during control manipulation are located in close
proximity

Displays are not obscured during control operation.

Related control and displays are easily identified as being associated.

Display selectors clearly related selector position with display label.

Control selection clearly related selection position with control label.

Response of displays are consistent, predictable and compatible with the following:

a. Rotary controls turn clockwise to cause an increase in display parameter value.

b. Linear controls move up in to the right to cause an increase in display parameter
value.

Display parameter values are distinctly affected by control manipulation.

N/A YES NO
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6. COLOR CODING SURVEY

ITEM N/A YES NO

X - l Compile a list of dominant color-coding conventions used in the control room and
determine violations

:OLOR MEANING

Valve open

Valve closed

Breaker open

Breaker closed

Mid-or transitional position

On or operating

Off or not operating

Start

Stop

Danger or Warning

Caution, trouble, or pre-trip

Trip or failure

Automatic operation or control

Manual operation or control

Limit condition

General status

Hot

Cold

Channel

Bus

Other (specify)

COMMENTS

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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7. LABELING, MIMICS, AND DEMARKATION CHECKLIST

ITEM N/A YES NO

A. Labelling

LMA-1 Labels are consistent in type style. Letters appearing on control boards are all
uppercase, simple without prominent slants, have separation between letters, works,
and lines approximating samples and have type styles somewhere between these
samples.

NOT THINNER THAN THIS NOT THICKER THAN THIS
Stroke width to character height Stroke width to character height
= 1:8 letter width to height=3.5 = 1:6 letter width to height=l.l
Style for numbers is similar to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

LMA-2 Labels are hierarchically coded by size for panels, systems/subsystems, functional
groupings/mimics, components, and position indication and do not repeat information
contained at higher levels (an exception is component identification numbers).

Alphanumeric characters are of the following minimum heights:

Position indications
Component labels
Annunciator windows
(Locally acknowledged)

Maximum Viewing
Distance

914 mm
1270 mm
1448 mm

Labels for functional groupings small mimics
and subsystem (if present)
Labels for panels, systems, large mimics
annunciator windows
(globally acknowledged)

1879 mm

2920 mm

Minimum Height

4 mm
5 mm
6 mm

8 mm

13 mm

LMA-3 Labels are consistently positioned either above (preferred to avoid visual obstruction
when operating control) or below devices. They describe and are readily associated
with corresponding controls and displays

LMA-4 Roman numerals are not used.

LMA-5 Labels in close proximity cannot be confused easily due to highly similar words,
abbreviations, or acronyms (example: Effluent/Influent).

LMA-6 Panel access openings used by control room operators are labelled to identify, by
function, the items accessible through them.

LMA-7 Labels, legend plates, and escutcheons are used to identify each component's
function.

LMA-8 Labels are succinctly and accurately worded with respect to function or input signal.

LMA-9 Labels are horizontally oriented to read from left to right.

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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7. LABELING, MIMICS, AND DEMARCATION CHECKLIST (cont.)

LMA-10

LMA-11

LMA-12

LMA-13

LMA-14

LMA-15

LMA-16

ITEM

Adjacent labels are sufficiently separated so they are not read as one continuous label.

Displays, indicator lights, and labels are free from visual obstruction by hand or arm
when the switch is operated or from obstruction by other controls and displays.

Control board tags to identify out-of-service equipment are affixed securely to the
associated component and do not obscure labels or adjacent components.

Labels are sturdy and mounted securely.

Labels have dark characters on a light background

Each control position is marked clearly, as is direction for increase.

When meaning is not obvious, light indicators and other displays are labeled clearly.

B. Mimics

LMB-1

LMB-2

LMB-3

LMB-4

LMB-5

LMB-6

LMB-7

Mimic lines are marked clearly with arrows to show direction of "flow". NA if no
flow directions (e.g. electrical mimics).

Mimic lines are identified with starting and end points. NA if no starting/end points
(e.g. electrical mimics).

Component representations on mimic lines are identified.

No more than four mimic lines of the same color should run parallel in close
proximity.

Mimic are consistent in the application of symbols for pumps, valves, and other
process elements.

Mimic lines depicting flow of the same fluid should have the same easily
distinguished color through the control room.

Mimic lines do not overlap.

C. Demarcation

LMC-1

LMC-2

LMC-3

Lines or color patches used for demarcation are visually distinctive, permanent, and
well-maintained.

Strings of six or more components or on matrices of greater than 4 x 4 similar
components are demarcated in functional groups or mimicked.

Repetitive groupings such as separate trains are identically demarcated.

N/A YES NO

COMPLETED BY: DATE:
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APPENDIX IV. EXAMPLE OF SET POINT STUDY DEVELOPMENT

The instrumentation parameters used in determining the allowable value are instrument channel
accuracy (PL) and calibration accuracy (CL).

The actual equation for instrument channel accuracy (PL) shall be expressed in terms of its
components, i.e. sensor, transmitter, signal conditioner, and trip unit accuracy:

PL = f (PE, PT, PS, PUD), where:

PE Sensor accuracy

PT Transmitter accuracy

PS Signal conditioner accuracy

PUD Trip unit accuracy

Each accuracy is considered as a statistically independent random variable. Therefore,

PL = ± fPE2+PT2+PS2+PUD2

The accuracy of each channel instrument and component is further defined by the effects of the
following external conditions on their performance characteristics as applicable:

PV Supplier accuracy at reference conditions

EP Effect on accuracy of over-pressure in the process fluid

ES Effect on accuracy of safe shutdown earthquake

EFA Effect on accuracy of power supply variations

ER Effect on accuracy of radiation under normal and accident conditions

ECA Effect on accuracy under abnormal and accident environmental conditions (pressure,
temperature, humidity)

These values are obtained through supplier information and qualification reports.

The sensor accuracy PE is defined by the manufacturing process and is a function of the
supplier accuracy at reference conditions PV. The effect on accuracy of the over-pressure in the
process fluid EP is only applicable to the transmitter accuracy PT.

Accuracies at reference conditions and accuracies under the different normal conditions
indicated are considered to be obtained on random samples of instruments and modules, and the
values given by manufacturers commonly represent two standard deviations of a normal distribution;
that is, 95% of the samples will have the specified accuracy.

Each effect is considered to be a random variable and each effect is considered to be statistically
independent from any other. They are combined for 2<r values as:

PT = ± 2
PV, EP. ES. EFA. ER, ECA.
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Normally, the signal conditioner and trip unit are located in a mild environment and some of
the indicated effects may not apply (i.e. ER, EC A). Depending on installation and wiring, other
effects such as electromagnetic interferences and radio-frequency interferences may have to be
considered.

The design calibration accuracy is normally taken to represent two standard deviations of the
calibration capability. The value specified is the requirement for the combined accuracies of all the
equipment selected to calibrate the actual instruments and components of the channel, plus allowances
for inaccuracies of the calibration procedures.

The total accuracy would be:

CL = f (pvq, PVC5, PVCJ

where,

PVC, Accuracy of calibration equipment for transmitter

PVCs Accuracy of calibration equipment for conditioner

PVCud Accuracy of calibration equipment for trip unit

Commonly, the accuracy of the calibration instruments given by manufacturers represents also
two standard deviations.

Therefore,

CL = ± 2
pvct PVCS

The allowable value will be determined by the combination of the instrument channel accuracy
and the calibration accuracy, ensuring a 95% probability of providing the trip action before the
process variable reaches the analytical limit, in the case that maximum drift has occurred.
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VA (allowable value) = analytical limit - \JPL2+CL2

for process variables that increase toward the analytical limit.

VA (allowable value) = analytical limit + \JPL2+CL'

for process variables that decrease toward the analytical limit.

The nominal trip set point value is established by the maximum instrumentation drift (DL). The
actual equation for instrument channel drift (DL) shall be expressed in terms of its components, i.e.:

= f(D,,D s , DJ

where,

Dt Transmitter drift

Ds Signal conditioner drift

D^ Trip unit drift

Again, each is considered to be a random variable and statistically independent from any other.

Therefore,

DL = ±

The drift values are normally supplied by manufacturers and confirmed by surveillance
frequencies, and are taken to represent two standard deviations (2a) of the probability distribution.
Therefore,

DL = ± 2
D. D. Dud

The nominal trip set point (PCD) will be determined by the algebraic sum of the margins
considered. That is,

PCD = VA - DL

for the process variables that increase toward the analytical limit

PCD = VA + DL

for the process variables that decrease toward the analytical limit.
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APPENDIX V. EXAMPLE OF SAFETY AND SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS

This list of safety and safety related systems is given only as information. Each plant should
determine its safety and safety related functions and the systems provided to perform them.

Safety systems and safety system parts including safety classified I&C equipment

Safety function

Reactivity insertion

Containment isolation

Containment heat removal

Maintain sub-criticality

Core decay heat removal

Maintain coolant inventory

Hydrogen control

Spent fuel cooling

Provide required support to
safety systems

Provide acceptable environment
for personnel and
safety equipment

Decay heat removal

Maintain safe shutdown

Information to operators

Safety systems

Reactor trip
Control rods

Nuclear island fire protection
Nuclear island drainage
Nitrogen and compressed air supply
Chemical and volume control system
Reactor coolant make-up water
Main steam and feedwater

Containment spray

Boron injection

Residual heat removal
Emergency core cooling

Emergency water storage tank

Containment atmosphere control
Hydrogen recombiners

Fuel pool cooling

AC emergency power supply
DC emergency power supply
Service water
Component cooling water
Diesel generators fuel
Lubrication
Instrument air

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
Control room
Computer room
Emergency feedwater pumps rooms
Emergency core cooling and residual heat removal pumps
rooms
Service water pumps rooms
Fuel building
Electrical building

Diesel building

Emergency feedwater

Reactor protection

Nuclear instrumentation
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Safety related systems and system

Safety function

Monitor plant parameters

Provide communications

Fire safety

Provide illumination

Radioactive wastes process

Reactor coolant clean up

Monitor hazards

Reactor coolant leakage

Control of effluent

parts including safety classified I&C equipment

Safety systems

Reactivity control
Power limit control
Power setback
Pressurizer control

Site communications

Fire detection and extinguishing

Emergency lighting

Liquid, gaseous, and solid radwastes

Chemical and volume control

Seismic monitors

Nuclear island venting and draining

Plant radiation monitoring
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APPENDIX VI. EXAMPLE OF SELF-ADMINISTERED QUESTIONNAIRES

Work space lay-out and environment

Q-l What equipment or equipment arrangement has hindered your movement about the control
room in the course of normal or emergency operations?

Q-2 What peripheral console/cabinet arrangements are ineffective and/or obstruct your movement
about the control room?

Q-3 Does your specific work location station provide adequate access to storage or desk
facilities?

Q-4 Are you required to leave the primary control boards for instruments/displays in other areas?
(How often, how long?)

Q-5 What do you dislike about the arrangement of rest rooms, kitchen, place to eat and break
area?

Q-6 Is the furniture arrangement adequate and/or convenient for your use?

Q-7 How adequate is the control room lighting and illumination control?

Q-8 Do you have problems with glare and/or reflections in the control room?

Q-9 Have there been incidents where lighting has been ineffective and/or interfered with job
performance?

Q-10 What specific times is the noise level in the control room at an unreasonable level and the
cause of annoying distractions?

Q-l 1 What problems do you have with the heating/air conditioning system, humidity, and
ventilation system in the control room?

Q-l2 Has static electricity caused you any particular problems in the control room?

Q-l3 Do you have any problems controlling the number of people in the control room during
normal or emergency operations?

Q-l4 Are there any operations in the control room where the actions of another operator interfere
with your tasks?

Q-l5 What problems do you have in reaching any of the controls on the control board?

Q-16 What important controls or displays are not easily visible to you?

Q-17 Is the overall layout and shape of the control board console adequate for effective monitoring
and operations?

Q-l8 Which major systems are not organized properly around the control boards for both normal
and emergency operation?

Q-l9 Have there been incidents where you had to be in two places at once because of board layout
to control and monitor a specific plant evolution?

Q-20 Describe features about the control board layout which have assisted you in job
performance, i.e. color codes, etc.
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Panel design

Q-21 What do you consider to be the three easiest systems to operate? Include system/panel
location, why you feel they are easiest to use and any inadvertent activation of these
systems.

Q-22 What do you consider to be the three most confusing or difficult systems to operate and
why? Give examples of incidents in which there was difficulty in operating the systems.

Q-23 What systems do you operate that give you problems with a particular panel arrangement?
Describe what you think is wrong with the arrangement.

Q-24 Which controls and indications are difficult for you to recognize as a related group?

Q-25 Which types of modifications (mimics, color codes, etc.) to the boards would you consider
the most useful to you?

Q-26 Which types of modifications to the boards have created a hindrance for you?

Q-27 What controls and displays of particular systems are too far away from each other for proper
operation?

Q-28 Are there any controls that are difficult to adjust as precisely as they need to be adjusted?

Q-29 Are there any switches that are operated differently but physically are identical to other
switches?

Q-30 Are there switches that are difficult to turn?

Q-31 Which controls do you find too large or too small to operate easily?

Q-32 Are there meters that are scaled in different units than the procedures you have to use with
them? For example, do you have to use nomography or conversion factors other than powers
of 10?

Q-33 Are there instrument indicators that are pegged low or high during normal operation making
it impossible to monitor the steady state performance of a process?

Q-34 Are there controls and displays that work together in unusual ways?

Q-35 Are there instruments that are difficult to compare with backups because of differences in
scale units, elevated zeros, etc.?

Q-36 Are there instruments that are hard to use because they have to be read more precisely than
the scale allows?

Q-37 Do you have any difficulties with lamp replacement such as shock, accidental activation, or
need to replace from behind panel?

Q-38 Are there important instruments on back panels that do not have either an alarm you can
hear in the control room or their own annunciator?

Q-39 Are there labels (on controls or displays) that are unclear about what is actually being
controlled or displayed, what the control does, what position a control is in, or which could
cause a mistaken identity with another control?

Q-40 Are there key switches where the key can be removed when the switch is not in its "off" or
"safe" position?

Q-41 Has there been any interference to instrumentation by radio or walkie-talkie signals?
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Q-42 Are there any control devices which you find confusing or difficult to operate?

Q-43 When operating controls, do you use any of the existing coding and how important is it to
you as an operation aid, (i.e. color, sound, shape, location, etc.)? What coding schemes are
most useful to you? What types of color coding would you like to see on controls or
indicators (i.e. power supply coding on instruments)?

Q-44 Are there any occurrences where the wrong control has been activated or where a control
was activated inadvertently or incorrectly? Do you know what caused this to happen and
how and when the error was discovered?

Q-45 Are there controls where it is not always apparent as to what position they are turned to (i.e.
pointer indicators are not obvious because of poor contrast due to design, location, level or
glare)?

Q-46 Are there emergency or other critical controls which are neither coded nor guarded (i.e.
turbine trip push buttons, rod control start up push button)?

Q-47 Are there controllers with inconsistent relationship between control effects and indicator (i.e.
open is indicated by 0% and close by 100%)?

Q-48 Are there multiple-position controls or speed changer controls which do not follow
conventional use for right-center-left positions of clockwise movement (i.e. diesel generator
ground switch deviates from normal convention)?

Q-49 Are there positive means to determine indicator light failure?

Q-50 Is it always apparent to the operator when a vital indicator fails or becomes inoperative?

Q-50a Are there recorders that cannot be viewed from several locations on the board where
equipment is routinely controlled that heavily influence changes to the recorded parameters
(i.e. pressurizer level, pressure, and T recorders, etc.)?

Q-50b Do you have significant operational problems with chart recorders?

Annunciator warning system

Q-51 Are nuisance alarms a significant problem? Please describe

Q-52 Do you get particular recurring invalid alarms? Please describe

Q-53 What alarms are insignificant from an operational point of view?

Q-54 What significant problems has the existing annunciator system design caused you?

Q-55 Are there any problems with identifying new alarms when they come in?

Q-56 Are there features of the annunciator warning system that have resulted in inefficient or
erroneous fault identification?

Q-57 Does the annunciator system provide an adequate amount of information to you during a
major transient?

Q-58 Are visual and auditory alarms satisfactory?

Q-59 Are auditory signals annoying? Can you easily differentiate between different auditory
signals?

Q-60 Are any important annunciators missing or located where they should not be?
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Q-61 Do you have problems reading or identifying annunciators while you are conducting normal
or emergency operations?

Procedures

Q-62 Do you have any problems finding or retrieving procedures that you need during emergency
situations?

Q-63 Are there adequate props for using procedures while you operate? What would be useful to
you in this respect?

Q-64 Are procedures maintained in good physical condition (i.e. are pages properly and securely
inserted, are updates and changes handled properly, etc.)?

Q-65 Do you feel there are too many procedures that operators are required to memorize? How
does it affect operator performance during emergency operations?

Q-66 What plant procedures (i.e. start-up, shutdown) have insufficient detail or are not clearly
written to the point that errors could be introduced?

Communications

Q-67 Are there nuisance problems with unauthorized communications to the control room?

Q-68 What problems do you have with the page phones, loudspeakers, and radios? Consider
equipment condition, availability of the system to the operator and outside interference (noise
level, people, etc.).

Q-69 Are there situations where the lack of proper communications caused operational problems?

Q-70 What characteristics of the control room communications system do you find most
ineffective in providing you timely, intelligible contact with other personnel?

Staffing and job design

Q-76 Are there incidents in which the number of personnel on duty impeded your prompt
response to an operational situation?

Q-77 Are there incidents where workload requirements restricted your response to any operational
situation?

Q-77a Is the control room adequately staffed during normal, abnormal, and emergency periods and
during all shifts?

Q-78 Are job responsibilities clearly defined such that a response to a transient or an emergency
situation proceeds smoothly?

Q-79 List the three most desirable characteristics of the staffing program and job assignments
which provide for smooth, continuous, system operation

Q-80 Do your procedures provide adequate coverage for turning over a shift to incoming
personnel? Consider the amount of time allowed for shift turnover, information exchange,
etc.

Q-81 Are there incidents where your efficiency was significantly degraded because of shift work
or overtime?

Q-82 Are your duties explained to you such that you clearly understand what they are?
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Q-83 Are there other problems with staffing and/or job design on which you would like to
comment?

Corrective and preventive maintenance

Q-84 Have there been incidents where an operator surveillance test caused an operational
problem? Consider the cause, operational status, effect on operation and/or the operator,
corrective action, etc.?

Q-85 Are there incidents where maintenance actions affected the safe operation of the plant?
Consider the cause, operational status, effect on operation and/or the operator, corrective
action, etc.

Q-86 Are there control room preventive maintenance procedures and/or characteristics which are
ineffective?

Q-87 What is the most effective characteristic of the maintenance program?

Q-88 What maintenance or surveillance test procedures would you like to see changed because of
their negative impact on operations?

Training

Q-89 Are there plant control, protection, electrical, or mechanical systems on which you would
like more intensive training and in what respect (simulator, class, discussion, lecture)?

Q-90 Has your training provided you with the confidence that you could perform successfully
during an emergency situation? Are there situations about which you feel inadequately
prepared?

Q-91 What characteristics of your classroom training have been most effective in preparing you
for control room operation?

Q-92 Is the use of protective gear and equipment included in your training program?

Q-93 Are you adequately trained in using the process computer to full advantage?

Q-94 What characteristics of your re-qualification training or practice sessions have been most
effective in preparing you for control room operations?

Q-95 What aspects of your training do you feel were specially ineffective or need improvement?

Q-96 What characteristics of simulator training have you found and/or do you think will be most
effective in preparing you for control room operations?

Simulator training

Q-97 What aspects of simulator training do you feel should be eliminated or modified?

Q-98 Are there specific operations on which more emphasis should be placed during simulator
training?

Q-99 What amount of time do you feel would be adequate for simulator training?

Q-100 What situations, transients, etc. which have or could arise would you like to see run on the
simulator?
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APPENDIX VII. STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Guidelines

Some specific guidelines on how to set up a successful interview are provided below.

1. Minimize status differential
Promote a sense of trust and demonstrate an appreciation for and an understanding of the
respondent's job.

2. Maintain an inquiring stance
The interviewer should establish a sense of legitimacy and credibility by the nature of the
questions and the way they are asked.

3. Maintain respondent motivation
Under conditions of trust, people find it rewarding to discuss what they know well.

4. Maximize privacy
Never conduct an interview in a place where you can be overheard.

5. Know whom you are talking to
Each respondent's name and some background information should be gathered beforehand.

6. Maintain neutrality
Do not take sides on sensitive issues

7. Maintain confidentiality
Never reveal anything you know about one respondent to another. This should include using
a simple numbering system instead of names on the interview questionnaires so that the
responses remain anonymous.

8. Listen carefully
Ensure that each respondent knows your are interested in what he has to say.

9. Inform all operator respondents
All operators should know what group(s) of personnel will be interviewed and how they were
selected.

10. Identify yourself
All respondents should know who you are and what you are trying to achieve. Also be sure to
tell them how much time (approximately 1/2-hour) will be required.

11. Acknowledge your appreciation
Thank each respondent at the end of the interview

Selected interview questions

Question wording may need to be modified depending on the respondent's job (i.e. technical
advisor versus reactor operator). Each question should be expanded to stimulate responses regarding
different effects on performance caused by different system events that may occur.
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SAMPLE OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Work space layout and environment

Describe at least three aspects or the control room work space, furniture, equipment layout, or
environmental conditions that you find very useful or positive. Describe specific incidents or
ways in which these have been helpful to effective job performance.

Describe at least three aspects or the control room work space, furniture, equipment layout, or
environmental conditions that you find particularly bothersome. Describe specific incidents or
ways in which these have been ineffective and have interfered with job performance.

Panel design

What do you consider to be the three easiest systems to operate and why?

What you think of any occurrences when an operator activated the wrong control, activated a
control inadvertently, or activated a control incorrectly? (Probes: Why did this happen? What
system and panel were involved? How and when was the mistake discovered? What was the
consequence? Have there been other such occurrences? If so, describe. What would you
recommend to prevent a recurrence of any of these problems?)

Describe any other changes to the control room that you feel would improve the operator's
capability to recognize and control normal and abnormal plant operating conditions.

What do you consider to be the three most confusing or difficult systems to operate and why?
Give an example of an incident in which there was difficulty in operating the system.

Annunciator warning system

Describe at least three features of your annunciator warning system that you feel have been
most effective in helping you promptly identify a specific system performance problem.

Describe at least three features of your annunciator warning system that you feel have resulted
in inefficient or erroneous fault isolation.

Procedures

Describe at least three incidents in which your procedures were of insufficient detail or unclear
and resulted in ineffective or erroneous performance.

Communications

Describe any problems with the control room communication systems (phones, page phones,
loudspeakers, radios, etc.) that have prevented or interfered with your ability to communicate
with other personnel. Consider, for example, delays, interferences.

Describe at least three characteristics of the control room communication systems that you find
most effective in providing you timely, intelligible contact with other personnel.

Staffing and job design

Describe at least three incidents in which the numbers of personnel on duty, the job
responsibilities of the staff, or the workload requirements caused you problems in promptly
responding to an abnormal situation.

Describe three characteristics of the staffing program and job assignments that you feel are
highly desirable to provide smooth, continuous system operation.
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Corrective and preventive maintenance

Describe characteristics of the control room preventive maintenance program, fault isolation
capabilities, or corrective maintenance procedures that you consider highly effective.

Can you think of an incident in which a defect of the maintenance program caused an
operational problem? If so, please describe what happened and explain the problem with the
maintenance program. Have there been other maintenance-based operational problem? Is there
potential for such problems? If so, please explain.

Training

Describe at least three characteristics of your classroom training, simulator training,
re-qualification training, or practice sessions that you feel have been most effective in
contributing to your successful performance as a control room operator.

Describe at least three characteristics of your classroom training, simulator training,
re-qualification training, or practice sessions that you feel were inadequate and ineffective in
preparing you for your job responsibilities as a control room operator.



EVENT: SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (2 to 80 cm2 break)

REACTIVITY CONTROL

Al Reactor trip (short term
reactivity control)

A2 Borated water injection
(long term reactivity
control)

COOLANT INVENTORY
MAKEUP

A3 High pressure
injection

M4 Low pressure
injection

M5 Low pressure
recirculation from
sump

PRESSURE REDUCTION
IN THE PRIMARY LOOP

M6 Changeover to low
pressure injection:

Pressurizer
spray

Switch off
high pressure
injection

LONG TERM COOLING

M9 Changeover of at least one train of low pressure injection/recirculation to recir-
culation from primary loops

SECONDARY LOOP COOLING

STEAM GENERATOR FEED

A7 Normal or emergency
feedwater supply

STEAM DISCHARGE

A8 Steam discharge to
atmosphere for fast
cooling

I-H

n

0 0



APPENDIX IX. EXAMPLE OF TASK ANALYSIS

Functional / sub-functional objective:

Coolant inventory make up / Assure primary circuit conditions for low pressure injection and
subsequent long term recirculation (Changeover to low pressure injection).

Task:

Control pressure in the primary circuit to reduce it below low pressure injection pumps pressure.

Task action / decision:

The core shall remain covered.

The primary circuit temperature shall allow the pressure reduction (saturation pressure below
discharge pressure at 0 flow of low pressure injection pumps).

High pumps are switched on by Reactor protection system only in the case of a decrease of
level in the pressurizer.

Operator requirements:

Information :

Knowledge / skills

Control capability

Reactor pressure vessel level.
Pressurizer level.
Primary circuit pressure.
Primary circuit temperature.

Limits values of Reactor protection system reset of reactor protection
signals.

Switch on / off pumps according to pressurizer and reactor pressure
vessel levels.
Pressurizer cooling rate according to the number of spray trains used.
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APPENDIX X. DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED

ID

M6

Function/-
Subfunction

Task

Changeover to
low pressure
injection

Verify
authorization for
changeover to low
pressure injection

Cancel protection
(RPS) signal to
switch on high
pressure injection

Switch off high
pressure pumps

Continuous moni-
toring of RPV
level

Decision

Action

Alarm
permissive
changeover
present?

RCS
press. > 10 b?

Pressurizer level
> 2.2 m?

Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV)
level > MIN 3?

Introduce code
reset RPS

Pressurizer level
> 4 m?

RPV level
>MIN 3?

Switch off high
pressure
injection pumps

RPV level
<MIN 3?

Switch on high
pressure
injection pumps

System
Response

RPS priority for
high pressure
pumps canceled

Pressurizer level
decrease

RCS pressure
decrease

RPV level
recovers

Process
Parameters

Pressurizer level

RCS temperature

RCS pressure

Pressurizer level

RPV level

Pressurizer level

RPV level

Pressurizer level

RCS pressure

RPV level

RPV level

Pressurizer level

Control/Monitor
Parameters

Alarm, level
record

Temperature
record

Pressure recorder

Annunciator

Pressurizer level
recorder

Annunciator

Annunciator

Level recorder

Annunciator

Level recorder

Pressure recorder

Annunciator

Annunciator

Level recorder
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ID

Key:
RPS-
RCS -
RPV-

Function/-
Subfunction

Task

Changeover to
low pressure
injection

Avoid new RPS
actuation

Decision

Action

Pressurizer level
< 4 m?

Switch on boron
to pressurizer
spray

reactor protection system
reactor coolant system
reactor pressure vessel

System
Response

Pressurizer level
recovers

Primary circuit
pressure
decreases

Process
Parameters

Pressurizer level

Pressurizer level

Primary circuit
pressure

Control/Monitor
Parameters

Level recorder

Pressure recorder

Pressure recorder
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APPENDIX XI. EXAMPLE OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Parameters

Pressurizer level

RPV level

Units

Meters

Binary signal

1

Range

.5 to 11.5 ±

Accuracy

4% of range

Comments

Annunciator at
MIN 1, MIN 2, MIN 3
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APPENDIX XII. STATEMENTS FOR DISCREPANCY ASSESSMENT

To what extent do you agree with the following?

1. This discrepancy will cause undue operator fatigue.

2. This discrepancy will cause operator confusion.

3. This discrepancy will cause operator discomfort.

4. This discrepancy presents a risk of injury to control room personnel.

5. This discrepancy will increase the operator's mental workload (for example, by requiring
interpolation of values, remembering inconsistent or unconventional control position, etc.).

6. This discrepancy will distract control room personnel from their duties.

7. This discrepancy will affect the operator's ability to see or read accurately.

8. This discrepancy will affect the operator's ability to hear correctly.

9. This discrepancy will degrade the operator's ability to communicate with others (either inside
or outside the control room).

10. This discrepancy will degrade the operator's ability to manipulate controls correctly.

11. This discrepancy will cause a delay of necessary feedback to the operator.

12. Because of this discrepancy the operator will not be provided with positive feedback about
control tasks.

13. This discrepancy violates control room conventions or practices.

14. This discrepancy violates nuclear industry conventions.

15. This discrepancy violates population stereotypes.

16. Operators have attempted to correct this discrepancy themselves (by self-training, temporary
labels, "cheaters", "helper", controls, compensatory body movements, etc.)

17. Tasks in which this discrepancy is involved will be highly stressful (i.e. highly time
constrained, of serious consequence, etc.).

18. This discrepancy will lead to inadvertent activation or deactivation of controls.

19. If this discrepancy caused a specific error, it is probable that another error of equal or more
serious consequence will be committed.

20. This discrepancy is involved in a task which is usually performed concurrently with another
task (i.e. watching water level meter while manipulating a throttle valve control).

21. This discrepancy involves controls or displays that are used by operators while executing
emergency procedures.
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22. Assuming that this discrepancy caused an operating crew error, it is likely that this error would
result in:

(a) A violation of a technical specification, safety limit, or a limiting condition for operation.

(b) The unavailability of a safety system needed to mitigate transients or system needed to
safely shut down the plant.

23. This discrepancy involves controls or displays that are part of an engineered safety function or
are associated with a reactor trip function.
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APPENDIX XIII. DISCREPANCY CATEGORIZATION

This method allows differentiation of discrepancies that are known to have contributed to
operator error (and which are documented) from discrepancies that have been evaluated and identified
as having increased potential to contribute to operator error. In this method, each category is
subdivided into levels of significance. These categories and levels also provide a way of assigning
priorities to the implementation of corrective actions based on system importance and potential
consequences. Categories are established on the basis of:

discrepancy effect on operator performance (documented or potential);
system importance for safety;
consequences (documented or potential);

and summarized in the table below in accordance with the following definitions:

Category I: Discrepancies which are known to have previously caused or contributed to an operating
error, as documented in historical records, or as established by interview or questionnaire responses
from operating personnel.

Level A: Level A includes the discrepancies for which the related documented error was
associated with a safety function of high importance or with any function necessary to mitigate
the consequences of an accident and which resulted in unsafe operation or in the violation of
an operating technical specification.

Level B: Level B includes the discrepancies for which the related documented error was
associated with a safety function of low importance and resulted in unsafe operation or in the
violation of an operating technical specification.

Level C: Level C includes the discrepancies for which the related documented error was
associated with a safety function of either high or low importance and could result in potentially
unsafe operation or in the violation of an operating technical specification.

Level D: Level D includes the discrepancies for which the related documented error was
associated with a safety function of either high or low importance, but did not and could not
result in unsafe operation or in the violation of an operating technical specification.

Category II: Discrepancies which have been assessed and identified as increasing the potential to
cause or contribute to an operating error, but which have not been previously documented.

Level A: Level A includes the discrepancies for which the related potential error is associated
with a safety function of high importance or with any function necessary to mitigate the
consequences of an accident and could result in unsafe operation or in the violation of an
operating technical specification.

Level B: Level B includes the discrepancies for which the related potential error is associated
with a safety function of low importance and could result in unsafe operation or in the violation
of an operating technical specification.

Level C: Level C includes the discrepancies for which the related potential error is associated
with a safety function of either high or low importance, but could not result in potentially
unsafe operation or in the violation of an operating technical specification.

Category III: Discrepancies that are determined as being associated with low potential for causing
or contributing to an operating error, but which are intolerable because of their possible adverse
consequences.

Category IV: Discrepancies that are determined as neither increasing the potential for causing or
contributing to an operating error nor having potentially adverse consequences. Discrepancies in this
category should be checked for their cumulative or interactive effects. This is because in some
instances a single discrepancy may not increase the potential for operating error, but may present
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significant potential for error in conjunction with other discrepancies. To facilitate the identification
of any cumulative or interactive effects, discrepancies of this category should be organized based on
system, subsystem, panel, component, function and human performance modality.

The reviewers should analyze all category I, II and III discrepancies for correction. Category
IV discrepancies, while considered optional for corrections, should be assessed for their cumulative
and interactive effects on all other discrepancies. Those category IV discrepancies shown to have such
effects should be reclassified into the appropriate category.
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DISCREPANCY CATEGORIZATION

Category Level

I A
B
C
D

II A
B
C

III

IV

Documented
Error

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

NO

NO

Potential for
Error

_
-
-
-

YES
YES
YES

LOW

No assuming
interactions have
been checked and
no error potential

is likely

High Safety
Importance

YES NO
NO YES

YES NO
NO YES

Low Safety
Importance

EITHER
EITHER

EITHER

EITHER

Documented Unsafe
Condition/Violation of

Technical Speciflcations

YES
YES
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

NO

NO

Potential Unsafe
Condition/Violation of

Technical Speciflcations

-
YES
NO

YES
YES
NO

YES

No, but interactions
should be checked



APPENDIX XIV. ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION,
TYPES B AND C VARIABLES

VARIABLE

Neutron flux

Control rod position

RCS boron concentration

Cold leg temperature

Hot leg temperature

RCS pressure

Pressurizer level

Confinement sump level

Confinement pressure

Confinement isolation
valves' position

RCS activity

H2 concentration

Effluent activity

RANGE

1E-6 to 100% full power

-

-

0 to TMt at P ^

0 to TMt at P ^
0 to TMI at PSV set point

0 to 1.1 Pdes

Otol .3P d e s

Full

Full
Oto 1.1 Full

0 to Pdes

Oto 1.1 P,,,,,
0 to 3 or 4 Pdes (1)

-

0.5 to LOTS limit

0 to 10% volume

105 to 1 Gy/h

SAFETY FUNCTION

Reactivity control

Reactivity control

Reactivity control

Reactivity control
Core cooling

Core cooling
Fuel cladding barrier

Core cooling
RCS integrity
RCS barrier
Confinement barrier

Core cooling

RCS integrity
RCS barrier

RCS integrity
Confinement integrity
RCS barrier
Confinement barrier

Confinement integrity

Cladding barrier

Confinement barrier

Confinement barrier

TYPE

B

B

B

B

B
C

B
B
C
C

B

B
C

B
B
C
C

B

C

C

C

RCS: Reactor Coolant System
T^,: Saturation temperature
Pdes: Design pressure
TS: Technical Specifications
PSV: Pressurizer safety valve
(1) Corresponds to US practice for concrete and steel containments respectively
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